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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and Motivation
Cloud computing revolutionizes the way IT industry operates by moving to the cloud

without owning the infrastructure. For example, latest report states that over 5 million
organizations with 50 million users embrace Google Apps, which was launched in 2006.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) host more than 11.6 million websites on 158k computers by
EC2 and S3. It is still seeing unrelenting growth.
A fundamental technique of the cloud service model is consolidation of multiple applications on physical servers. A primary way for consolidation is multiplexing physical resource
over virtualized servers. It realizes economies of scale on both supply and demand sides. On
the supply side, the cloud reduces operation and maintenance cost and increases resource
utilization. On the demand side, cloud clients are freed from the burden of IT planning and
maintenance so as to be able to spend more time on critical tasks. Moreover, it eliminates
an up-front venture capital by cloud users due to pay-as-you-go pricing model.
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., network, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction [63]. In this model, on-demand self-service is a fundamental
attribute, and metering and management techniques are required to realize this “low-touch,
low-margin, low-commitment” self-service model.
Cloud resource usage has two ways of metering and tracking. The first is VM-level
usage metering, such as storage space, bandwidth consumption, computing cycles. The second is performance-level metering, such as response time, throughput, availability (99.9%
or 99.99% uptime), user-experienced QoS, etc. Performance guarantee is desirable since the
capacity of certain amounts of resources may not satisfy the performance target considering
the fluctuation of workload, and the uncertainty of resource capacity due to resource interference. Moreover, pricing metric should also be performance so that customer is exempted
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from paying the additional resource cost used to compensate for the interference effect [62].
Therefore, both of the guarantee metric and pricing metric should be performance. Performance is measured normally in two main metrics: response time and throughput. In many
interactive benchmarks, such as TPC-W, dynamic arrival rate is often assumed to follow
a Poisson distribution [4]. The defining characteristic is that its mean and variance are
identical. Accordingly, throughput per time unit is similar with same resource allocations.
Compared with throughput, users are more concerned with response time because it reflects
the performance perceived by individual clients.
For the cloud providers, the profit comes from two factors: service level objectives
(SLOs) it has committed in service level agreements (SLAs) and resource expenditures it pays
for [62]. In order to maximize the profit, the cloud system should automatically minimize
resource usage without compromising SLOs.
Besides virtualization, container is another popular way for multiplexing resources.
The container is similar to the virtual machine because both encapsulate multi-resource
demands and provide performance isolation. The former is a lightweight mechanism, and
its resource demand cannot change, while the demand of the latter can change on the fly.
In modern cluster systems, such as Mesos [46] and Yarn [82], container is provided to satisfy heterogenous demands of various tasks. It unlocks space for resource combination and
optimization between tasks and servers. Moreover, it supports diverse programming models, such as Map-Reduce and MPI, so that different users can share resources in a cluster.
Among these models, MapReduce [28] remains dominant parallel and distributed programming paradigm for applications to process big data in clusters [64] [58] [85]. It is one of the
core technologies powering IT giants like Facebook. MapReduce jobs are transformed into a
set of tasks The cluster scheduler uses a two-level architecture that consists of job scheduling
and task scheduling, where tasks are basic objects of resource allocation.
In shared clusters, scheduling has three different objectives: system efficiency, fairness, and minimal job completion times (JCT). However, each may be in conflict with the
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other two under existing scheduling strategies or policies. While packing a set of tasks of
complementary resource demands optimizes system efficiency by maximizing resource utilization of any resource type, fairness may be not preserved because these tasks are not
from the job with minimal dominant share according to dominant resource fairness (DRF)
policy, and JCT may be not minimal because they are not from the shortest job according
to shortest remaining job first (SRJF). In addition, the objectives of fairness and minimal
JCT may be not achieved together because the scheduling order under DRF is different from
the one under SRJF. Particularly, SRJF may cause starvation or extreme unfairness for long
jobs if short jobs keep coming.
In this dissertation, our work is to dynamically configure virtualized resources under
the constraint of SLOs in terms of response time in virtual clusters, and optimize both system
efficiency and JCTs while guaranteeing that no job finishes later than under DRF in physical
clusters.

1.2

Challenges in Clusters
Dynamic resource provisioning is not trivial. Over-provisioning increases resource

cost, hence resource waste and underutilization, or under-provisioning leads to SLA violations. As a result, data center administrators are faced with increasing challenges to meet
SLOs in the presence of workload dynamics and cloud dynamics of unpredictable interactions
across many applications.
In the physical clusters, there is also a lot of challenges in performance optimization
from guarantee of JCTs , data locality to network utilization.

1.2.1

Challenges in Management of A Single Virtualized Resource
Workload dynamics: The intensity and the mix of typical application workloads

vary over the lifetime of an application. As a result, the demands for individual resources
also change over time. This implies that static resource allocation can’t efficiently work.
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Nonlinearity between SLOs and resource allocation: Nonlinearity makes it
nontrivial to convert SLOs to corresponding resource share in the shared virtualized platform.
Unpredictable interference across co-hosted applications. Due to lack of
perfect performance isolation, applications have unexpected impact on each other while
contending for shared resource. Interference itself doesn’t pose big challenge, instead the
uncertainty of interference causes big trouble. For example, given steady workloads for all
applications, the resource distribution satisfying SLOs currently may not meet them next
time due to interference from contention. It feels like the impact of uncertain network delay
on performance of distributed network system.

1.2.2

Challenges in Management of Multiple Virtualized Resources
Multiple-resource configuration provides more optimization space. In multi-resource

virtualized clusters, resource optimization lies in whether it is able to find out a balanced configuration of multiple resources that meets application SLOs without over-supply or undersupply of resources.
However, workload dynamics poses great challenges to balancing resources. First, it
is not easy to identify the over-provisioned or constrained resource type due to fluctuating
workload. Second, a balanced configuration may be imbalanced later because time-varying
workload results in time-varying resource requirements. The bottleneck may shift from one
resource type to another within a VM, or from one VM to another one in the extension of
multi-tier applications.
Moreover, capacity uncertainty caused by VMs interferences in the open shared environment [62] [65] [42] poses additional challenges to virtualized resources balancing. Even
if given the same workload intensity and mix over a period, a balanced configuration also
may be imbalanced at some point later within the period. The reason is that the capacity of
one resource changes (increases or decreases), or the capacities of several resources change
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but with different extents. Even if with the same extent and configuration is still balanced,
performance level is not the same since capacities vary.
Performance in SLO is measured normally in two main metrics: response time and
throughput. In many interactive benchmarks, such as TPC-W, dynamic arrival rate is often
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Accordingly, throughput per time unit is similar
with same resource allocations. Compared with throughput, users are more concerned with
response time because it reflects the performance perceived by individual clients. Unlike
throughput, however, response time behaves nonlinearly with respect to resource allocations.
The nonlinear relationship between resources and performance in terms of response time adds
one more dimension to the task of balanced VM configuration [75].
Multi-tier applications further complicate the problem due to chain reaction during
resource contention. An imbalanced configuration for one application may lead to an imbalanced configuration for one tier of another application co-hosted on the same physical server
by over-provisioning one or several resources which are needed for the tier of that application to achieve balanced configuration. This may lead to an imbalanced configuration of the
other tier(s) of that application residing in a different physical machine by over-provisioning
resources to achieve its QoS target. As a result, the error of an imbalanced configuration
on one physical machine spreads to another physical machine, and even to the whole virtual cluster. However, no existing work coordinates tiers within an application to restrict
error propagation. This motivated us to consider an application as a configuration unit to
coordinate configuration among different resources and tiers during contention.

1.2.3

Challenges in Performance Optimization
The multi-resource version of max-min fairness, i.e., DRF, is based on instantaneous

share at any time point. On one hand, it causes resource fragments, which are resources
in a node that cannot be utilized by any task, thus degrading system performance. On the
other hand, the envy-free property of fairness, i.e., no user should prefer the resource allo-
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cation of another user, may elongate JCT. The reason is that JCT are improved by trading
resource allocation of long jobs with that of short jobs. Since users cannot experience the
instantaneous share, they care more about whether a job or its last task finishes within its
fair sharing job completion time (FJCT), the one resulting from DRF policy. Our observation is that by keeping in mind the FJCT of each job, the constraints placed by DRF on
the optimization of both cluster efficiency and actual JCTs can be removed. Specifically by
dynamically sorting jobs in the increasing order of their FJCTs (instead of instantaneous
share), packing tasks of multiple short jobs by drawing credit from long jobs not only accelerates short jobs, but also guarantees that long jobs will not decelerate. Moreover, packing
optimizes system performance by maximizing resource utilization in each dimension.
To make tradeoff between the three conflicting objectives, a scheduler called Tetris [39]
was designed to employ dot product to pack tasks of jobs at a fixed-value (75th) percentile
of dominant share. Whenever resource is available, it computes the packing score and job
score (related to job length) for each task, and selects the one with the largest weighted
score. While Tetris improves system efficiency, there are two main disadvantages. First, the
percentile knob constrains improvement of JCT. When the dominant shares of short jobs
go beyond the fixed-value percentile, they are not allowed to run further even though they
will not decelerate long jobs. Therefore it wastes the opportunity to accelerate short jobs.
Second, the knob cannot guarantee the FJCTs. Packing heuristics favor certain tasks. For
example, dot product favors large resource demand. As a result, the jobs that have extremely
small task demands may be even starved (subsection 5.2.1), even if the percentile rank is
restricted to a small value.
The recent work [40] proposed altruistic scheduling (AS) in which long jobs yield
resource allocation to short jobs. While it improves the average JCT, the improvement
is achieved at the cost of long jobs, because it provides guarantee of FJCTs only in offline
scheduling, rather than in online scheduling. The AS results also show that a significant ratio
(16%) of jobs elongate with performance up to 0.62 times worse, or with slowdown up to 1.61
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times. Moreover, AS serves as an outside layer or a plug-in of any cluster scheduler, such
as DRF and Tetris, focusing on job acceleration with no consideration of cluster efficiency.
Since AS depends on a scheduler, it is complementary to our independent scheduling work.
Our objective is to optimize both system efficiency and JCTs, while theoretically guarantee
FJCTs in online scheduling.
In multi-resource clusters, system efficiency depends on effective utilization of any
resource type. A MapReduce job is divided into Map and Reduce tasks. A Map task can
run on the same node as its input data (node locality), on the same rack (rack locality)
or on a different rack (off-rack). Compared with a node-local task, a non-local one needs
additional network resources and extra time for data transfer. Tradeoff should be made
when the resource demand of a non-local task is larger than a local task. There were studies
on achieving good data locality without impairing fairness in a slot-based cluster [49] [97].
A slot is a fixed amount of a single resource type, such as memory in Hadoop. In multiresource clusters, the heterogeneity of multi-resource requirements by tasks may render them
ineffective. To choose between a local and a non-local task, current work [39] imposed a
fixed-value penalty to discount the packing score of a non-local task. Though the fixedvalue improves the average performance, its fixity may cause sub-optimal performance due
to lack of flexibility. Moreover, the value is chosen offline from a large space of different
values, demanding reconfiguration and much time and effort whenever data workloads variate
largely. Therefore, data locality poses great challenges to cluster scheduling.
Network utilization is crucial to performance in large-scale data-intensive clusters
because network bisection bandwidth tends to become a bottleneck [29]. In Map-Reduce
jobs, network is mainly used by reduce tasks for intermediate data transfer. The reason
is that schedulers strive to avoid remote data transfer by placing map tasks as many as
possible on the nodes storing their data. There is stage barrier to network utilization because
reduce tasks cannot start if map tasks have not finished. Therefore, scheduling tasks of the
same stage in most or all jobs may cause imbalanced network utilization and elongation
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of network-intensive jobs. Existing schedulers, including Tetris, is oblivious of this barrier.
Though Tetris scheduled the last few tasks when the map stage is closed to completion, the
effect is limited. The network can be idle when the running tasks are mainly map tasks,
and become a bottleneck when most are reduce tasks. Advancing some network-intensive
jobs to get network fully utilized not only improves system efficiency, but also decreases
JCTs. However, how to accelerate jobs without affecting completions of other jobs further
complicates the task of cluster scheduling.

1.3

Problem Statement and Objectives
In this dissertation, we strive to design, implement and evaluate an automatic man-

agement framework in virtual and physical clusters respectively. The framework should be
able to improve resource utilization, satisfy the SLO of each hosted application in the presence of workload and cloud dynamics, and optimize both system efficiency and JCTs while
guaranteeing that each job completes faster, or at least no worse than under DRF. The desired framework needs to be self-adaptive, involving as few manual effort as possible, and the
management operations should be efficient in order to be applied in online production systems, and transparent to end users with lowest overhead. Specifically, the framework consists
of three parts, with two corresponding to virtual clusters and one to physical clusters.
For a single resource management in virtual clusters, the framework should be able
to adapt to workload dynamics and cloud dynamics. It should be able to handle nonlinear
relationship between resource allocation and response time with no knowledge of accurate
performance model. High scalability is an important requirement for dynamic resource
provisioning in large scale data centers.
For multi-resource management in virtual clusters, the framework should be able to
get a balanced configuration of multiple resources for each hosted application. Besides satisfying SLOs in terms of response time in the presence of workload dynamics and cloud
dynamics, resource management methods need to deal with the interaction between virtual
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machines on which multi-tier applications span. It requires coordinated management strategy to automatically tune all tiers of one application for satisfying SLOs. During resource
contention, it should optimize performance and satisfy SLOs for as many applications as
possible.
For MapReduce in physical clusters, the framework should be able to optimize both
system efficiency and JCTs while guaranteeing that each job completes faster, or at least no
later than under DRF. The scheduling needs to be highly adaptive to workload dynamics.
It is able to achieve highly effective resource utilization to optimize system efficiency and
improve network utilization to optimize system performance and accelerate network-intensive
jobs without decelerating other jobs.

1.4

Our Contributions
In this dissertation work, we designed and implemented an automatic resource man-

agement system to improve resource utilization and optimize performance for hosted applications and jobs in clusters. This system is able to address the challenges in both virtual
clusters and physical clusters. We summarize the primary contributions of our works as
follows:
A single resource configuration
1. We develop adaptive fuzzy control to satisfy response time targets for cloud applications
by adjusting vCPU cap of virtual machines despite workload dynamics. It is model-free
and self-adaptive to applications.
2. We designed and implemented a self-tuning fuzzy controller to assure QoS dynamically.
It is a generic tool and easy to be deployed large scale data centers. Experimental
results with TPC-W benchmark applications in Xen Virtualized environment demonstrated that performance of Adaptive Fuzzy control has the best stability with 14%
more stable than the second best controller, the shortest settling time with 4 intervals
less and minimum overshoot. This work was published in [75] [72].
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Multi-resource configuration
1. We develop an integrated MPC and adaptive PI approach (IMAP) for balanced or
near balanced provisioning of multiple resources. MPC coordinates with adaptive PI
to balance resources. While MPC optimizes resource efficiency and utilization, adaptive
PI ensures stable and responsive QoS control.
2. For the performance prediction in the IMAP, both black-box and gray-box models are
developed for comparison. A black-box model is simpler to build and more general
for applications than the gray-box, whereas the gray-box model is more accurate in
performance prediction.
3. We employ a hierarchical way to resolve resource contention. Instead of being allocated
individually, the constrained resources are distributed as a whole for an application,
preventing the error with an imbalanced configuration from spreading to the whole
virtual cluster.
4. We design and implement BConf prototype in a Xen-based cloud testbed. Compared
with a representative resource partition approach, BConf reduces resource usages by
up to 50%, improves stability by more than 35.6%, and has a much shorter settling
time. BConf effectively coordinates resources during resource contention. The saved
resources can be used either to pack more workloads, or to promote performance levels.
This work was published in [88]
Performance optimization in multi-resource clusters
1. We propose a theorem-proof policy, called credit sharing (CS) policy, that guarantees
FJCTs. It recursively accounts for the credit that long jobs contribute to the short jobs,
and short jobs pay down or off their borrowed credit later in the process of execution
or upon completions.
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2. We present a method called Dynamic-Level for calculating the number of head jobs
dynamically that optimizes both the effective resource utilization and JCTs according
to CS policy and the size of total fragment. The total fragment is estimated as the size
of all the normal and non-local fragments resulting from a packing, since a non-local
task introduces a “new" non-local fragment by wasting extra resources.
3. We monitor network and schedule additional tasks for some network-intensive jobs to
overcome the stage-barrier by borrowing credit from long jobs based on CS policy. The
packing scores of the additional tasks are dynamically adjusted and scheduled together
uniformly with all other tasks in Dynamic-Level.

1.5

Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents an overview on existing approaches on automatic resource manage-

ment for cloud applications in virtual clusters, performance optimization in physical clusters.
In Chapter 3, we propose a novel adaptive fuzzy control approach to tune resource
allocation for applications in cloud. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the
performance, and compared it against three other methods. Our experiments indicate that
Adaptive fuzzy control has the best stability, shortest settling time and minimum overshoot.
In Chapter 4, we propose that IaaS should dynamically balance multiple virtualized
resources across all tiers based on application SLOs. The SLOs are defined in terms of response time. We present BConf, a QoS-aware framework for balanced configuration of multiresources that integrates model predictive control (MPC) and adaptive proportional integral
control (adaptive PI). BConf takes advantage of MPC to actively balance resources for cohosted applications based on a novel resource metric. Both black-box and gray-box models
are developed to capture performance to resources relationship for comparison. Within the
framework, constrained resources are arbitrated in a coordinated way to effectively restrict
propagation of configuration errors.
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In Chapter 5, we propose credit sharing (CS) policy that guarantees FJCTs. In
addition to accelerating short jobs, the cluster scheduler is enabled to pack tasks of short
jobs, getting system efficiency nearly optimized since task demands of short jobs are in the
same magnitude as those of long jobs. Experiments in both simulation and implementation
show that it is able to optimize system efficiency and accelerate JCTs while guaranteeing
that each job completes faster than, or at least no later than DRF.
Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with summaries of our approaches and points
out future directions.
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CHAPTER 2 RELATED WORK
2.1

Automatic Resource Management
With the proliferation of virtualization technologies, traditional resource manage-

ment has evolved into virtualized resource configuration. Note that current commercial IaaS
providers, such as EC2, only sells fix-sized VMs without fine-grained VM management. Many
methods are applied to virtualized resource management. Among them, control theory has
widespread application.

2.1.1

Control Objective and Theory
Control objective can be reference input and optimization objective. They corre-

sponds to regulatory control and optimal control respectively. Regulatory control problem
can transform to optimal control problem, reverse is not true. In resource management, the
control objective is dynamically partitioning available virtualized resource across multiple
application workloads such that each workload meets its QoS objectives at minimal cost [44].
The objective includes four aspects:
QoS guarantee: Given enough resource, performance targets should be achieved.
Otherwise, performance differentiation should be allowed.
High utilization: Minimal cost implies high utilization.
Stability: Performance should be stable without large variations.
Short settling time: When transient workload appears, performance targets should
be achieved in a few control intervals.
Control means selecting right input to achieve desired behavior or reference value.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a standard feedback control loop. The control objective is the reference
input. We refer to the system being controlled as the target system, which has a set of
metrics of interest, referred to as measured output and a set of control knobs, referred to
as control input. The effectiveness of the control system is largely determined by having
a predictable relationship between control inputs and measured outputs. This relationship
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Figure 2.1: Standard feedback control loop
can be impacted by disturbance and noise, something out of control. Controller periodically
adjusts the value of control input such that the measured output can match the reference
input. That is, it aims to maintain the difference between the two, referred to as control
error, at zero [44] [100]. The period is referred to as control interval.
In resource management, the reference input is 90th percentile response time. The
target system is the resource pool in the form of VMs in data center. The measured output
and control input are measured performance in terms of throughput or response time and
VM cap values respectively. The disturbance is the workload and interference of workloads.
Noise is distorted measurement.

2.2

Configuration of A Single Virtualized Resource
Most of recent autonomic virtual machine management have been designed to scale

a single type of resource, mainly CPU.

2.2.1

SISO Control-based Approaches
Early work [67] [53] centered on the tuning of CPU utilizations to maintain high

utilizations. Padala et al. [67] designed an adaptive PI controller to separately regulate CPU
utilization for each tier of an application. The work [94] partitioned CPU resources across
all tiers of an application based on queuing theory to satisfy the response time target. It is
used for applications with all tiers resident in the same machine. Our approach is different
from theirs because our work is not constrained from placement.
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These methods use single-input and single-output (SISO) techniques. While SISO can
guarantee the SLO, it is limited to the regulation of single resource, and hardly applicable
to the configuration of multiple resources.

2.2.2

Heuristic-based Approaches
Kalyvianaki et al. [53] applied kalman filter theory to track CPU utilizations across

different tiers. The authors in [38] shared the same resource minimization objective as ours.
A combined signal processing and statistical learning algorithms [38] was used to predict the
requirements of a single resource type. The work [77] extended this method by translating
the resource savings to energy reduction. The translation technique is complementary to
ours because balancing of multi-resources aims to derive efficient solutions.

2.2.3

RL-based Approaches
The authors [74] configured CPU and memory resources separately by Reinforcement

Learning (RL) approaches. One advantage of this method is that it is application-agnostic
because it does not need to know the internals of the system. However, despite of no need
to setting parameters, it cannot assure SLO stably due to the limitation of RL that cannot
guarantee the convergence to performance target.

2.3

Configuration of Multiple Virtualized Resources
Compared with tuning of a single resource, multi-resource configuration provides more

space for optimizing resource combinations.

2.3.1

MIMO Control-based Approaches
There are multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) techniques, such as linear quadratic

regulation (LQR) [30] in regulatory control. However, LQR involves a lot of manual work,
and is not adaptive to cloud dynamics.
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The work in [66] is one of the first to introduce MPC for the partitioning of multiple
resources. It applied a black-box ARMA model with success to automatically manipulate
CPU share and disk I/O bandwidth for multiple applications across multiple machines. Their
work is suitable to assure QoS with respect to throughput, but not applicable to response
time guarantee. Moreover, though it is able to respond to bottleneck shift, it cannot actively
maintain balanced configuration. In contrast, our work is different from their work because
we assure stable and responsive control of response time by integrating MPC with adaptive
PI. The control techniques used in our BConf framework specifically address the issue of
balancing of multi-resources for cloud environments.
The work [62] designed a MIMO controller based on a black-box model that characterizes the interference effect. Efficiency control is invoked to promote QoS if more CPU
resource is available. Their work is complementary to ours because the resource savings
can also be used to promote QoS. MPC was also widely employed for the purpose of power
control [84] [37].

2.3.2

RL-based Approaches
The authors [73] [95] applied reinforcement learning (RL) for multiple resources con-

figuration by Though considering throughput and response time as a whole, it may not
guarantee performance target during trial-and-error process due to no theoretical guarantee
of stability. Moreover, the coarse-grained discrete configuration by RL may limit the optimization extent of resource usage since response time is sensitive to fine-grained tuning. In
comparison, the control techniques have theoretical guarantee of performance target.

2.3.3

VM Migration
The work in [91] is closely related to our work in that it took black-box and gray-box

strategies to configure multiple resources. However, it is different from ours because it used
VM migration mechanisms.
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Previous studies on virtual resource management did not consider the balancing between resources and tiers of multi-tier applications, neither is response time target guaranteed. To our best knowledge, BConf framework represents the first for balanced configuration
of multi-resources, guaranteeing response time in virtual clusters.

2.4

Fairness and Performance Optimization in Physical Clusters
The computing system has evolved from a single resource time sharing processor [34],

a slot-based sharing cluster [2] [47] to a multi-resource sharing cluster [46] [82] consists of
many commodity servers. Clusters are different from time sharing processors in light that
nodes are shared in both the temporal and spatial dimensions. The optimization of system
efficiency is not trivial in shared clusters because data is scattered over nodes. Multi-resource
sharing is different from a single resource sharing because of heterogeneous task demands.
It introduces one more dimension to achieve the conflicting objectives of fairness, minimal
completion times and system efficiency.

2.4.1

Fairness and Minimal Completion Time
Our work is closely related to Fair Sojourn Protocol (FS) [34], which addresses the

conflict between fairness and minimal completion times in a single resource time sharing
system. It guarantees that each job completes within FJCT, the one resulting from fair
processor sharing policy, such as round-robin. It sorts jobs in the increasing order of FJCTs,
and schedules the job with the shortest FJCT to minimize JCTs. We adopts the same philosophy in guaranteeing FJCTS. However, our work is different from FS because we address
the challenges to optimize system efficiency that multi-resource sharing has introduced to
clusters.

2.4.2

Fairness and Locality in Slot-based Clusters
To resolve the conflict between fairness and data locality in shared clusters, widely

deployed techniques [49] [97] employ relaxed max-min fairness based on waiting and time-out.
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While Quincy [49] and delay scheduling [97] achieve nearly optimal data locality, they are
specially designed for slot-based systems, with the heterogeneity of task demands ignored. As
a result, they may cause resource contention by assigning a task a slot with available resources
less than the task demand, or end up with low resource utilization if the aggregate demand of
tasks is lower than the total capacity of the allocated slots in some resource dimension(s). In
addition, it is inefficient and/or ineffective to extend them to multi-resource clusters. Since
Quincy [49] necessitates a global solver to get the optimal schedule, generalizing it to multiresource environment is computationally prohibitive. Delay scheduling [97] was designed
for head-of-queue job wait for a few seconds when it cannot launch a local task. However,
in a fine-grain multi-resource cluster, the head-of-queue job may end up with launching a
non-local task instead if during the waiting period, its resource demands is too large to fit
into any of its preferred nodes.

2.4.3

Performance Optimization in Multi-Resource Clusters
To satisfy heterogeneous task demands, modern clusters [46] [82] provides multi-

resource sharing by encapsulating task demands to containers. To extend max-min fairness
to multi-resource environment, DRF [35] was proposed to maximize the minimal dominant
share. DRF degrades performance because it cannot balance the resource utilization in each
dimension. Tetris was designed [39] to make tradeoff between the three objectives. Though it
enhances system efficiency and JCTs, its percentile knob limits the optimization of JCTs and
cannot guarantee FJCTs. By contrast, our theorem-proof credit sharing policy guarantees
FJCTs. The scheduler based on CS policy optimizes both system efficiency and minimal
JCTs.
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CHAPTER 3 ADAPTIVE CONFIGURATION OF A SINGLE
RESOURCE
3.1

Introduction
The performance isolation feature and pay-as-you-go price model allows multiple ap-

plications to consolidate together in shared virtualized environment to increase utilization,
thus reducing infrastructure and operating cost. Moreover, elastic resource management is
provided to cope with unexpected resource demand due to transient workload.
Cloud provider may provide multiple classes of service, each with its own characteristics and requirements. SLAs specify both performance targets, known as service level
objectives (SLOs), and financial consequences for meeting or failing to meet those targets.
It becomes a trend that cloud users are charged by performance due to the interference
effect of co-hosted applications in shared infrastructure [62]. Over-provisioning increases resource cost, hence resource waste and underutilization, or under-provisioning leads to SLA
violations.
As a result, data center administrators are faced with increasing challenges to meet
SLOs in the presence of workload dynamics and cloud dynamics of unpredictable interactions
across many applications. These challenges are:
Workload dynamics: The intensity and the mix of typical application workloads
vary over the lifetime of an application. As a result, the demands for individual resources
also change over time. This implies that static resource allocation can’t efficiently work.
Nonlinearity between SLOs and resource allocation: Nonlinearity makes it
nontrivial to convert SLOs to corresponding resource share in the shared virtualized platform.
Unpredictable interference across co-hosted applications. Due to lack of
perfect performance isolation, applications have unexpected impact on each other while
contending for shared resource. Interference itself doesn’t pose big challenge, instead the
uncertainty of interference causes big trouble. For example, given steady workloads for all
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applications, the resource distribution satisfying SLOs currently may not meet them next
time due to interference from contention. It feels like the impact of uncertain network delay
on performance of distributed network system.
This paper proposes a novel adaptive fuzzy control approach to tune resource allocation for applications in cloud. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance, and compared it against other three control methods in terms of stability,
overshoot, settling time. Our experiments indicate that Adaptive fuzzy control has the best
stability, shortest settling time and minimum overshoot.
The structure of rest paper is organized as follows. Section II presents control objectives and theory. Section III discusses the four control methods. Section IV introduces
experimental methodology. Section V evaluates and compares the performance in terms of
stability and responsiveness. Section VI concludes the paper.

3.2

Adaptive Fuzzy Control
Due to workload and cloud dynamics, relationship can often be linearized at small

operating points. It is well known that the linear approximation of a nonlinear system is
accurate only within the neighborhood of the operating point. Abrupt changes in workload
traffics and the nondeterminism in VM capacity can possibly make the simple linearizion
inappropriate. Instead of modeling the system in mathematical equations, fuzzy control
employs the control rules of conditional linguistic statements on the relationship of VM
capacity and the high-level objectives [52]. The fuzzy control rules are able to describe
human expert’s experiences and the rule base is easily updated by adding new knowledge.
There are works that applied fuzzy control to QoS guarantees in web server [87] and computer
networks [23] with success.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of the adaptive Fuzzy Controller. It consists of
two layers, namely the fuzzy logic controller, and the output adapter. The capacity allocated
in control interval k + 1, denoted by u(k + 1), is adjusted according to its error e(k) (i.e.,
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the normalized difference between the reference value and the achieved one) and change of
error ∆e(k) in previous control interval k using a set of control rules embedded in the fuzzy
logic controller. e(k) and ∆e(k) are calculated using the reference value r and the observed
value y(k). For the stability of the control system, we define the normalized error e(k) in a
range of [−1, 1]:


 r − y(k) 0 ≤ y(k) ≤ 2r;
r
e(k) =

 −1
y(k) > 2r.

(3.1)

Based on these, the controller calculates capacity adjustment ∆u(k) for next control
interval. The calculated resource adjustment is then fed into the next layer gain scheduler.
The fuzzy logic controller contains four building blocks. The actual fuzzy logic is
implemented as a set of If-Then rules about quantified control knowledge about how to adjust
the capacity according to e(k) and ∆e(k). The fuzzification interface converts controller
inputs into certainties in numeric values of the input membership functions. The inference
mechanism activates the rule-base and applies fuzzy rules according to the fuzzified inputs
and generates the fuzzy conclusions for the defuzzification interface. The defuzzification
interface converts fuzzy conclusions into the change of capacity in numeric value.
The STFC is built on the static fuzzy logic controller by adding output adaptor.
Thus, the capacity allocated to the VM during management interval k + 1 is
Z
u(k + 1) = u(k) + |K∆u |∆u(k) =

3.2.1

K∆u ∆u(k)dk.

(3.2)

Design of the rule base
The design objective is to translate human expert’s knowledge into a set of control

rules to control the VM capacity without a model of the dynamic cloud environment. In
the fuzzy logic controller, the control rules are defined using linguistic variables. For brevity,

∑
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the STFC.
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Figure 3.2: Design of the fuzzy control rules.
linguistic variables “e(k)”, “∆e(k)”, and “∆u(k)” are used to describe e(k), ∆e(k), and ∆u(k),
respectively. The linguistic variables assume linguistic values N L, N M, N S, ZE, P S, P M,
and P L. Their meanings are shown in Table 3.1. They indicate the sign and the size in
relation to the other linguistic values.
Figure 3.2(a) gives an simple illustration of typical control effect. In this figure, we
identify five zones with different characteristics. Zone 1 and 3 are characterized with opposite
signs of e(k) and ∆e(k). That is, in Zone 1, e(k) is positive and ∆e(k) is negative; in Zone
Table 3.1: The description of linguistic values.
Linguistic value
NL
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PL

Description
negative large
negative medium
negative small
zero
positive small
positive medium
positive large
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3, e(k) is negative and ∆e(k) is positive. In these two zones, it can be observed that the
error is self-correcting and the achieved value is moving toward the reference value. Thus,
∆u(k) needs to be set either to speed up or to slow down current trend.
Zone 2 and 4 are characterized with the same signs of e(k) and ∆e(k). That is,
in Zone 2, e(k) is negative and ∆e(k) is negative; in Zone 4, e(k) is positive and ∆e(k) is
positive. Different from Zone 1 and Zone 3, in these two zones, the error is not self-correcting
and the achieved value is moving away from the reference value. Therefore, ∆u(k) should
be set to reverse current trend.
Zone 5 is characterized with rather small magnitudes of e(k) and ∆e(k). Therefore,
the system is at a steady state and ∆u(k) should be set to maintain current state and
correct small deviations from the reference value.The resulted control rules are summarized
in Figure 3.2(b). For example, when “e(k)” and “∆e(k)” are N L and P S, “∆u(k)” is set to
P M.

3.2.2

Fuzzification, inference and defuzzification
At the heart of a fuzzy controller are the membership functions that quantify the

certainty (between 0 and 1) that an input fall in the corresponding ranges. We select the
“triangle” membership function, which is the most widely used in practice. We set the width
and height of the “triangle” membership function to be 2/3 and 1 respectively. See our
previous work [87] for design details of the membership function. The fuzzification component translates the inputs into corresponding certainty in numeric values of the membership
functions. Let µm (e(k)) denote the certainty of e(k) of the mth membership function, and
µn (∆e(k)) the certainty of ∆e(k) of the nth membership function.
The inference mechanism is to determine which rules should be activated and what
are conclusions. Let µ(m, n) denote the certainty of rule(m, n). The and operation in the
premise is calculated via minimum:
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µ(m, n) = min{µm (e(k)), µn (∆e(k))}.

(3.3)

Based on the outputs of the inference mechanism, the defuzzification component
calculates the fuzzy controller output, which is a combination of multiple control rules,
using “center average” method. Let b(m, n) denote the center of membership function of the
consequent of rule(m, n). In this case, it is where the membership function reaches its peak.
The fuzzy control output is
P
∆u(k) =

3.2.3

b(m, n) · µ(m, n)
P
.
m,n µ(m, n)

m,n

(3.4)

Design of the adapter
The fuzzy logic controller only defines the basic control rules according to the inputs

of e(k) and ∆e(k). It outputs the sign and magnitude of the capacity adjustment ∆u(k).
With cloud dynamics, there could be a lot of fluctuations in the control effect. To achieve
accurate, responsive and stable control, the following practical issues should be addressed.
When there are fluctuations in control effect due to abrupt workload or capacity
changes, the control should be responsive enough to correct the capacity discrepancy within
a small number of steps.
To address the above issues, we design the adaptive controller to have adaptive output
magnitude. The adaptive features are realized by dynamically changing output adapter. The
adapter implements heuristic control knowledge as follows:
c
K∆u(k) = | · e(k)|,
λ

(3.5)
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where c is the capacity allocation for a specific resource. For example, c can be the cap
value of the CPU allocation in a Xen platform. The adaptor follows a heuristic rule that the
maximum capacity adjustment should not exceed half of current capacity for stability and
should be proportional to the control error for adaptability. Note that the direction of the
capacity adjustment is still determined by the fuzzy logic.

3.3

Testbed and Experimentation
In this section, we present the testbed and experimental configuration. We compared

fuzzy control with adaptive PI, ARMA and kalman-filter from the perspective of stability
and responsiveness of control performance.
We selected TPC-W [4] as the host application. TPC-W is an E-Commerce benchmark that models after an online bookstore. It consists of three tiers, Apache web server
(version 1.3.11), Tomcat (version 5.5.20) [81] application and MySQL(version 5.0.45) [3]
database servers. Apache and Tomcat server are encapsulated into one VM forming a unified front-end, MySQL server into one DB VM. TPC-W defines three different traffic mixes:
shopping, browsing and ordering mix, which require different amount of resource. It is empirically determined that the DB tier is the bottleneck under the browsing workload. The
CPU resource is changed by CAP value.
Our testbed consists of two virtualized servers, client and NFS servers. The physical
machines for virtual hosting were two DELL servers each with two Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs
and 32 GB memory. Each CPU has 6 cores with hyper-threading enabled resulting a total
capacity of 24 logical CPUs. The front-end VM and back-end DB VM were hosted on
separate machines. We configured the front-end VM with 8 core and 4 GB memory. The
DB VM, with 8 core and 2 GB memory, resided on the other machine. We used a number of
client machines each with 8 cores and 8 GB memory to generate workload for the TPC-W.
The NFS server used a RAID5 partition to serve the VM disk images. We used Xen version
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4.0 as our virtualization environment. dom0 and guest VMs were running Linux kernel 2.6.32
and 2.6.18, respectively. All the severs were connected by Gigabit Ethernet network.
We evaluated these methods on the DB tier since it tends to be a bottleneck of this
application. We used browsing mix as the workload, since it is more CPU intensive than the
other two mixes. The CPU resource allocators were implemented as a user-level daemon in
the virtual host (i.e. dom0 in a Xen environment). It takes the measured application-level
performance and the performance objective as input and calculates the capacity adjustment to Xen’s management interface. The control interval is set to 30 seconds for all the
experiments.
We conducted two experiments on the platform. All these experiments are specifically
designed to test the abilities of these controllers.
1, we investigated the accuracy, overshoot and stability of these methods while enforcing performance targets in terms of average response time.
2, we evaluated responsiveness of these controllers while adapting resource allocations
to time-varying workloads.

3.4

Evaluation Results
Response times behave nonlinearly with respect to resource allocations especially

when the system is in a heavy workload state. We selected the target of all the controllers to
be 1 second except that we followed the controller in [53] and set the Kalman filter’s target
c to be 96% CPU utilization, which translates to approximately the 1-second response time.
The moving window of the ARMA controller was set to 20 samples.
Experiments are designed to study the efficacy of these methods in the determination
of proper CPU capacity settings under both static and dynamic workloads.

response time (ms) response time (ms) response time (ms) response time (ms)
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Figure 3.3: Performance comparison of STFC, Kalman filter, adaptive-PI and ARMA in
static workload.

3.4.1

ARMA Prediction Accuracy
The online performance predictor can adapt the ARMA model parameters to the

change of the system states to some extent. We should first study the accuracy of the
predictor before applying this model.
We conducted 4 experiments to show the adaptivity of the predictor by running a
static workload with client number as 200. In all the experiments, we allocated the VCPU
cap to the VM from 500 to 1600, the difference of these experiments lies in the step length.
The step length in the first experiment is a fixed value 32(2% of the total cap), second is
64(4% of the total cap), third and fourth are random variable range from [−160, 160](10%
amplitude), [−220, 420](20% amplitude) respectively, conforming to uniform distribution.
To assess overall prediction accuracy of the model, we used mean relative error
K
1 X |y(k) − ỹ(k)|
, where K is the total number of samples, y(k) and
(MRA), defined as
K k=1
ỹ(k)
ỹ(k) denote predicted and measured value at k th interval, respectively. Figure 3.5(b) shows
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparison of STFC, Kalman filter, adaptive-PI and ARMA in
dynamic workload.
the values of the measure for all the 4 experiments. As an example, we also show in figure 3.5(a) the measured and model-predicted response time for experiment 4. From both
figures, we can see that, the model can’t always predict the response time accurately, with
MRA above 10% and increasing with change of CPU cap to as high as 19%. This is because
response times behave nonlinearly with the resource allocation. We are also interested to
know how the resource affects the performance. As an example, figure 3.5(c) shows how response time is influenced by the change of resource in experiment 4. Whatever the range of
resource change is, they embodies the nonlinear property. Generally speaking, when resource
varies largely, relative error will also increase drastically.

3.4.2

Stability
The workload was set to 200 browsing clients, each with a mean think time of 1

second. The DB VM has 4 VCPUs and its initial capacity was set to 6 cores (a cap of
600). Figure 3.3(a) plots the response time of different control methods with static TPC-W
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Figure 3.6: Relative deviation under static and dynamic workload.
workload. We can see that all the control methods can bring the response time close to the
1 second target but with different variety.
To quantify stability of the performance metric in terms of response time, we defined
standard deviation from a reference as the metric.

pPn
R(e) =

e(k)2 /n
,
r

k=1

(3.6)

where r is the control objective and e(k) is the error. The smaller the R(e), the more
the achieved response time concentrates near the target value and better the controller’s
performance.
Figure 3.6(a) draws the corresponding standard deviations of the controllers. STFC
performed best with the standard deviation as 7.4%, Arma’s is 48%, Kalman and Adaptive
PI are 8.63%, 37.23%respectively. Due to the prediction inaccuracy of ARMA model, it
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Figure 3.7: Response time around 60th control intervals.
oscillates around the target largely. Kalman filter is also not stable due to the utilization
tracking method and coarse estimation of variance of noise. Adaptive PI is somewhat worse
than fuzzy control because it doesn’t take the trend of error into consideration. The STFC
is actually a PI-like controller with nonlinear operating functions while the adaptive-PI only
tracks the control error.

3.4.3

Settling time and overshoot
Settling time indicates how quickly the system converges to its steady state value.

Short settling times are particularly important for disturbance rejection in the presence of
time-varying workloads so that convergence is obtained [43]. We instrumented the workload
generators of TPC-W to change client traffic levels at run-time. Figure 3.4(a) plots the
response times in a 90-minute period in which the number of clients was changed every 30
intervals. We started with 100 clients and set the client numbers at the 60th, 90th, 120th
and 150th interval to be 200, 300, 200 and 100, respectively.
Obviously, result of ARMA and Kalman filter didn’t converge to target, as indicated
by the heavy dashed line. Result of ARMA always oscillates around the target, because it
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may take up to M intervals (data collected in past M intervals would be used for regression)
for the model to adapt to a new situation. In addition, the maximum overshoot is the
largest among all of the methods. Kalman filter didn’t converge either. Output deviates
largely during large work load change, resulting rise of variance of process noise Q. However,
kalman gain didn’t increase correspondingly, which approximates to 1/c due to ignorable
small value of variance of measurement noise R. Therefore, the responsiveness is restricted
due to small kalman gain.
By contrast, adaptive PI and fuzzy control can converge to target but with different
settling time, even though dynamics is nonlinear and time-varying. The settling time of
the system is the time from the change in input to when the measured response time is
sufficiently close to its steady-state value(as indicated by the light dashed lines). Figure 3.7
shows the settling time when workload changes at 60th intervals. Around 60th , adaptive PI
was disturbed from 58 to 65 experiencing 7 intervals to stabilize. By contrast, STFC only
spent 4 intervals. Situation is similar in other workload change period. On average, it takes
about 8 intervals for Adaptive PI to adapt to the change; on the contrary, it takes only 4
intervals for our STFC to cope with workload dynamics. The overshoot in fuzzy control is
smaller than adaptive PI. The advantages of STFC lies in the rule table, which explored
the nonlinearity of performance to resource allocation and considered the trend of error to
predict the right resource allocation.
The settling time can be reflected and accounted in the resource allocation. As shown
in figure 3.4(b), we can see that at change points of workload level, i.e. 60, 90, 120,150, these
methods allocated or reclaimed CPU resource to respond to such change. At the start of
each period of new workload, STFC can calculate appropriate resource required by the new
workload level after 1 to 3 intervals to converge the response time to desired value. On the
contrary, the resource was change by Adaptive PI slower than STFC, about after 6 to 10
intervals, resulting in slow response to workload dynamics.
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Figure 3.6(b) draws the corresponding standard deviations of the controllers, which
can embody the settling time and overshoot to some extent. STFC performed best with
standard deviation of 27%, while ARMA still behaved worst with standard deviation as high
as 166%.
In conclusion, STFC outperforms other methods, which has the best stability, shortest
settling time, and minimum overshoot.

3.5

Summary
We have conducted extensive experiments to compare the performance of Adaptive

Fuzzy control against other three in terms of accuracy, stability and settling time. Our
experiments indicate that Adaptive fuzzy control has the best stability, shortest settling
time and minimum overshoot. The power is that not only does it explore the nonlinearity
of resource allocation to performance, but also it takes into consideration the trend of error
to estimate right resource allocation.
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CHAPTER 4 DYNAMIC BALANCED CONFIGURATION OF
MULTI-RESOURCES
4.1

Introduction
One of the greatest advantages of IaaS is dynamic resource scaling. This feature

increases resource utilization by consolidation, while eliminates customers’ up-front venture
capital due to pay-as-you-go pricing model. Dynamic resource configuration is required to
deal with workload dynamics produced by transient workload change, such as flash crowd
effects, and cloud dynamics because of the presence of interference among resident applications. From an IaaS provider’s point of view, the profit comes from two factors: service
level objectives (SLOs) it has committed in service level agreements (SLAs) and resource
expenditures it pays for [62]. In order to maximize the profit, the service provider must
minimize resource usages without compromising SLOs.
Resource optimization lies in whether it is able to find out a balanced configuration
that meets application SLOs without over-supply or under-supply of resources. For a physical
machine to work optimally, the capacities of all major components must be in balance by
manual configuration [22] [55] [27]. A balanced machine has the same computing time as the
I/O time [55]. The ideal state of balance is no less desirable for a virtual machine (VM) that
runs an application or an application tier than for a physical machine. A VM is balanced
when the incremental performance increase due to an incremental increase in the capacity of
each resource allocation is equal. A balanced VM will experience a bottleneck in the resource
that is reduced and bottlenecks across all other resources when one resource is increased. For
example, suppose a VM needs 100 VCPU cap, 1G memory, and 5M disk I/O to be balanced.
If memory is decreased to 0.5G, then it becomes the bottleneck. If VCPU cap is increased to
200, then memory and disk I/O may become the bottlenecks. The reason is that increasing
VCPU cap for a VM may cause augment of the working set, and vice versa. If the resulting
additional requirements for other types, such as memory or disk I/O bandwidth, are not met,
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then QoS may be not improved particularly when they become bottlenecks. When a VM
experiences a bottleneck, it becomes imbalanced. In an imbalanced VM, the bottlenecked
resource limits application’s performance, while other resources are over-provisioned thus
wasted. A balanced configuration avoids bottlenecks that limit performance and makes
resource allocations well utilized. Therefore, a balanced configuration maximizes resource
utilization and efficiency.
Our objective is to balance multiple resources for VMs under the constraint of SLOs.
However, workload dynamics poses great challenges to balancing resources. First, it is not
easy to identify the over-provisioned or constrained resource type due to fluctuating workload.
Second, a balanced configuration may be imbalanced later because time-varying workload
results in time-varying resource requirements. The bottleneck may shift from one resource
type to another within a VM, or from one VM to another one in the extension of multi-tier
applications.
Moreover, capacity uncertainty caused by VMs interferences in the open shared environment [62] [65] [42] poses additional challenges to virtualized resources balancing. Even
if given the same workload intensity and mix over a period, a balanced configuration also
may be imbalanced at some point later within the period. The reason is that the capacity of
one resource changes (increases or decreases), or the capacities of several resources change
but with different extents. Even if with the same extent and configuration is still balanced,
performance level is not the same since capacities vary.
Performance in SLO is measured normally in two main metrics: response time and
throughput. In many interactive benchmarks, such as TPC-W, dynamic arrival rate is often
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Accordingly, throughput per time unit is similar
with same resource allocations. Compared with throughput, users are more concerned with
response time because it reflects the performance perceived by individual clients. Unlike
throughput, however, response time behaves nonlinearly with respect to resource allocations.
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The nonlinear relationship between resources and performance in terms of response time adds
one more dimension to the task of balanced VM configuration [75].
Most of current research on autonomic VM management devoted to configure a single type of resource [67] [53] [38] [77] [94] [75], which may be not optimal considering that
other resources remain fixed or uncontrolled so that they could be over-provisioned or underprovisioned. There are a few works able to resize multiple resources [73] [66]. However, their
approaches mainly focused on partitioning the total shared resources among co-hosted applications to satisfy SLOs, whether resources are imbalanced or not. Moreover, throughput was
considered as the main performance metric. They are hardly applicable to assure stability
and responsiveness of response time since it can be significantly different even if throughput
is comparable between two different operating points [68].
Multi-tier applications further complicate the problem due to chain reaction during
resource contention. An imbalanced configuration for one application may lead to an imbalanced configuration for one tier of another application co-hosted on the same physical server
by over-provisioning one or several resources which are needed for the tier of that application to achieve balanced configuration. This may lead to an imbalanced configuration of the
other tier(s) of that application residing in a different physical machine by over-provisioning
resources to achieve its QoS target. As a result, the error of an imbalanced configuration
on one physical machine spreads to another physical machine, and even to the whole virtual cluster. However, no existing work coordinates tiers within an application to restrict
error propagation. This motivated us to consider an application as a configuration unit to
coordinate configuration among different resources and tiers during contention.
In this work, we propose that IaaS should dynamically balance multiple virtualized
resources across all tiers based on application SLOs. The SLOs are defined in terms of
response time. We present BConf, a QoS-aware framework for balanced configuration of
multi-resources that integrates model predictive control (MPC) and adaptive proportional
integral control (adaptive PI). BConf takes advantage of MPC to actively balance resources
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for co-hosted applications based on a novel resource metric. Both black-box and gray-box
models are developed to capture performance to resources relationship for comparison. The
gray-box model is built on generic OS-level metrics and hardware events in addition to
resource actuators and performance. The resource penalty is introduced to measure the
imbalanced degree of a configuration based on the model. It effectively punishes decisions
using an imbalanced configuration. Using the model and the metric, BConf dynamically
balances resources by minimizing the resource penalty for each resident application under
the constraint of SLOs. To deal with the overshoot problem with MPC and improve stability
of QoS, adaptive PI is employed to coordinate with MPC by guiding the optimization space to
a potential region that shows promise in QoS satisfaction and resource efficiency. Within the
framework, constrained resources are arbitrated in a coordinated way to effectively restrict
propagation of configuration errors.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1. We propose an integrated MPC and adaptive PI approach (IMAP) for balanced or
near balanced provisioning of multiple resources. MPC coordinates with adaptive PI
to balance resources. While MPC optimizes resource efficiency and utilization, adaptive
PI ensures stable and responsive QoS control.
2. For the performance prediction in the IMAP, both black-box and gray-box models are
developed for comparison. A black-box model is simpler to build and more general
for applications than the gray-box, whereas the gray-box model is more accurate in
performance prediction.
3. We employ a hierarchical way to resolve resource contention. Instead of being allocated
individually, the constrained resources are distributed as a whole for an application,
preventing the error with an imbalanced configuration from spreading to the whole
virtual cluster.
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Figure 4.1: The impacts of resource allocations on response time.
4. We design and implement BConf prototype in a Xen-based cloud testbed. Compared
with a representative resource partition approach, BConf reduces resource usages by
up to 50%, improves stability by more than 35.6%, and has a much shorter settling
time. BConf effectively coordinates resources during resource contention. The saved
resources can be used either to pack more workloads, or to promote performance levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the motivation.
Section III overviews BConf framework. Section IV introduces the IMAP controller. Section V designs resource arbitrator. Section VI describes the experimentation methodology.
Section VII evaluates the performance in terms of resource efficiency, stability, settling time,
and overall performance during resource contention. Related work is summarized in Section
VIII. We conclude this paper in Section IX.

4.2

Motivation
To illustrate how each resource influences performance, we conducted a set of experi-

ments that used two benchmarks, TPC-W and TPC-C. Details of the testbed and benchmark
descriptions can be found in Section VI. The response time reference values or targets were
set to 100ms and 50ms for TPC-W and TPC-C respectively. Unless otherwise mentioned,
TPC-W was assigned 80% CPU, 25% memory, and 16% disk I/O bandwidth, and TPC-C
6% CPU, 50% memory and 60% bandwidth. Then we changed each of the resource allocations, one at a time, to study the impact of the resource on each application’s response time.

Normalized Performance
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Figure 4.2: Normalized performance vs. CPU.
Figures 4.1 plot the measured response time (MRT) against the amount of resources (CPU,
memory, disk I/O).
Several observations are obtained from these figures. First, the impact of resources on
the applications’ MRT varies from resource to resource and from application to application.
Second, it is possible to satisfy the same target for an application by different configurations.
For example, as shown in the rectangles, TPC-C is able to achieve 50ms response time by
using either 7% CPU and 50% memory size in Figure 4.1(a), or 6% CPU and 100% memory
size in Figure 4.1(b). However, the first configuration is more balanced than the second
because the bottleneck lies in the CPU.
As said before, response time does not behave linearly with resource allocations.
However, there is a reciprocal relationship between the response time and resources [86].
To illustrate the reciprocal relationship, Figure 4.2 plots the normalized performance. It is
defined as the reference value by the response time. The larger the normalized performance,
the shorter the response time. Though the normalized performance is not linear in the
whole operating space, it is nearly piecewise linear in the under-load and overload conditions
respectively, such as the linear performance in TPC-W within [0, 10%] and [10%, 100%]
CPU share ranges. The piecewise linearity also applies to memory and I/O bandwidth.
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Figure 4.3: System architecture of BConf.

4.3

The BConf Framework
BConf can balance any resource to satisfy SLOs with respect to average response time.

After applications are encapsulated to VMs and placed onto the virtualized hosts initially,
BConf balances resources dynamically among co-hosted applications to satisfy SLOs. The
placement may place a multi-tier application to multiple physical hosts with each tier residing
in a different host. The placement is a graph, in which each host is a node and each multi-tier
application spanning multiple hosts is an edge. We call the maximal connected subgraph a
domain. BConf configures resources within a domain. It assumes that workload migration
rests on a separate replacement or migration system when resources capacity can not meet
SLOs.
In order to address the challenges in section I, BConf framework has been designed
as a two-layer architecture, as shown in Figure 4.3. The lower layer calculates the requested
resources to satisfy SLOs. It includes a set of application IMAP controllers (AppIMAPs).
The upper layer is a domain arbitrator that determines the final configuration during resource contention. At first, the AppIMAP sets SLO and configuration parameters for the
corresponding application. During each control interval, the real-time performance of each
application is collected to the corresponding AppIMAP. The AppIMAP consists of a bal-
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ancer and a scaler. The balancer tunes resource configuration in a balanced way by MPC
based on a performance model established in Section IV. The resource penalty is defined
to measure the imbalanced degree of a configuration. The scaler narrows resource variation
to the promising region by adaptive PI control. During resource contention, constrained
resources are distributed as a whole to each application by the domain arbitrator. The final
configurations are conveyed to the corresponding hosts to regulate resources. In Sections IV
and V, we will describe the IMAP controller and the domain arbitrator respectively.

4.4

The IMAP Controller
For easy reference, we use following mathematical symbols for key parameters and

variables in the paper. R is a set of all resource types configured, e.g., R = {cpu, memory,
disk I/O}; Ta is a set of all tiers of application a, e.g. Ta = {web, db}; ya (k) is the response
time of application a measured in interval k ; ŷa is response time target for application a;
ȳa (k) is the normalized performance for application a in interval k, and ȳa (k) = ŷa /ya (k);
wa,r,t (k) is requested allocation of resource type r to tier t of application a in interval k that
is normalized to the total shared capacity of resource r, 0 ≤ wa,r,t (k) ≤ 1; wa (k) is a column
vector of all the requested resource allocations, and all vectors are in bold.
There are three challenges to design an effective IMAP controller. First, the balancer
configures resources based on a performance model. Due to the nonlinearity with response
time to resource relationship, it is challenging to predict response time accurately. Nevertheless, we take advantage of OS and hardware metrics to establish a gray-box model, which
predicts it more accurately than a black-box model. Second, different resources are not
directly comparable to each other. Only when they are comparable can they be balanced.
Thus, we need a way to formulate different resources in the same unit for encoding them
into the resource metric. Third, there is overshooting problem with MPC. It is challenging
to guarantee the response time stably and responsively.

Normalized performance
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In order to compare different resources, one way is to normalize each resource to its
corresponding part in the balanced configuration. For example, assume a balanced configuration is (100 VCPU cap, 1G memory, and 5M I/O), then the configuration (200 VCPU cap,
1.5G memory, 6M I/O) is normalized to (2, 1.5, 1.2). However, we do not know the balanced
configuration and the balanced configuration changes with time. As a result, we normalize
the resource allocation to the larger one between the total shared capacity of resource r
and the same multiple of its average entitlement. We use the symbol w̄a,r,t (k), which is the
normalized requested allocation of resource type r to tier t of application a in the interval
k, and 0 ≤ w̄a,r,t .

4.4.1

Performance Model
It is very important to select a “less wrong” model for MPC [43]. Nevertheless, more

features do not necessarily render more accurate model. Feature selection is a key.
4.4.1.1

Gray-box Model

A system provides a rich set of OS-level metrics and hardware performance counters
that represent the application’s performance at running time. Performance varies greatly
with resource load conditions, so utilizations are measured. Moreover, data locality has a
huge impact on the response time of applications, so cache related performance counters are
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used. Finally, one more counter that seems to be related to response time are also checked.
To establish the performance model, we use following metrics:
• Resource utilization ua,r,t : It is utilization of resource type r in tier t of application a,
0 ≤ ua,r,t ≤ 1. They are used to estimate and distinguish resource load conditions.
• Last-level Cache Misses (missa ): This metric measures the accesses of memory, as well
as disk, when LLC cannot hold the whole working set for application a.
• Last-level Cache References (refa ): It measures the numbers of data accesses for application a.
• CPU I/O wait (iowa,t ): When CPU stalls due to an outstanding of disk I/O requests
in the VM where tier t of application a resides, response time will increase.
We first study the relationship of normalized performance with Last-level Cache Miss
missa
. Figure 4.4 depicts ȳa against LCMR in DB tier of TPC-W
Rate (LCMR), i.e.
refa
with 500 clients of browsing mix, which ran exclusively with same fixed memory and disk
bandwidth, and two different VCPU caps. As shown in Figure 4.4, ȳa decreased exponentially
with the LCMR, and increased almost linearly with resource allocations. This relationship
is attributed to the memory hierarchy. So far, cache is at least one order of magnitude faster
than memory, which in turn is at least five orders of magnitude faster than disk. If the
application exhibits good locality, i.e., low miss rate, CPU fetches the data directly from
cache most of the times. Otherwise, it needs memory access and potential disk access, which
dramatically increases response time. We then add iowa,t to the performance relationship,
but the coefficient for iowa,t is small, so we remove it.
Based on the exponential relationship with LCMR and linear relationship with resources observed in Figure 4.4, we predict ȳa as follows.
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ȳa (k) =

n
X

αi exp(λ(c0 − c(k − i))) +

i=1

m−1
X

dTj w̄a (k − j).

(4.1)

j=0

where the parameters αi and dTj , the orders n and m characterize the dynamic behavior
of the system; w̄a (k) is a column vector of w̄a,r,t (k). c(k) is the LCMR in the interval k.
Because of the “lack of memory” property with exponential function, performance relative
to the target depends on the difference of the corresponding cache miss rates. Therefore, c0
is set as the cache miss rate that corresponds to the performance target. λ is determined by
Gauss-Newton method, which solves this non-linear least squares problem in a few seconds
in a testbed server (see Section IV for configuration) . In the above model, αi and dj are
updated by constrained least squares, which ensures nonnegative coefficients considering that
ȳa generally increases with resource entitlements. Due to incremental change of the database,
λ is updated online per 10 hours to capture the new relationship. For convenience, we refer
to such a model as “LCMR-Gray”.
For each application a, 2|R||Ta | LCMR-Gray models are learned so as to characterize
the piecewise linearity as observed in Section II.
4.4.1.2

Black-box Model

For comparison, we develop a black-box model. It only considers resources (inputs)
and performance (output) without knowing internals of the application or relying on OS-level
support inside the VM. ARMA is a typical black-box model, which is defined as following.

ȳa (k) =

n
X
i=1

αi ȳa (k − i) +

m−1
X
j=0

dTj wa (k − j).

(4.2)
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A black-box model is more general since it is OS and application-agnostic. However,
response time may be not observed timely especially because of the presence of long deadtime of requests in a website [43].

4.4.2

The Balancer
The balancer forecasts the future performance by choosing one of the above models.

The data samples collected in past S intervals, similar to the sliding window size, are used
to obtain the model parameters. However, when black-box model is used in our framework,
wa,r,t (k) must be replaced with w̄a,r,t (k) so as to work with it.
It applies MPC [21] to balance resource allocations for each application. We achieve
this goal by finding the configuration w̄a that minimizes the following penalty function:

Pa (k) = Γa (k) + qθa (k),

(4.3)

Γa (k) = kw̄a (k)k2 ,

(4.4)

θa (k) = kw̄a (k) − v̄a (k − 1)k2 ,

(4.5)

where q is stability factor; v̄a (k) is normalized actual allocations to application a in interval
k by the same value as the w̄a (k). v̄a (k) is a column vector of v̄a,r,t (k).
Minimize Pa subject to

ȳa (k) = 1,
lba,r,t (k) ≤ w̄a,r,t (k) ≤ uba,r,t (k), ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ Ta ,

(4.6)
(4.7)

where uba,r,t (k) is the upper bound on w̄a,r,t (k); lba,r,t (k) is the lower bound. The two
bounds are determined by the scaler to directing the search space to a small promising
region, realizing stable and responsive control.
We define the total utility function Pa (k) as a linear combination of resource penalty
Γa (k) and control penalty θa (k). The parameter q controls balancing pace. The require-
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ment for a balanced configuration is reflected in Γa (k). Intuitively, the resource type with
higher correlation to application performance is allocated more than other type with lower
correlation because the allocation of the higher correlated resource gives better performance
improvement. This implies that BConf prefers to increase fewer resource that is more correlated and reduce less correlated resource to achieve the same performance until the configuration is balanced. Once the balance is destroyed due to bottleneck shifts, the new
bottlenecked resource will have higher correlation and BConf will repeat the same process
to restore balance.
Minimizing Γa (k) is to balance resources, which can easily be proved by using CauchySchwartz inequality. This utility function can achieve the minimal Γa (k), so the previous
balanced configuration is still balanced. When this minimum value cannot be achieved, the
optimization makes trade-off between the two penalties. If q is small, resources are balanced
aggressively, resulting in unstable QoS. However, a large value of q slowdowns and even
prevents balancing.
Constraint(4.6) enforces the QoS target. The solution is to minimize the total cost
while meeting the SLO under the two bounds. Generally, the SLO can be met in the
searching space except when workload changes largely. Extremely, SLO will be satisfied in
a few intervals by taking the margin values.
The utility function (4.3) is represented ultimately by a quadratic function Q(w̄a (k))
by substituting (4.4) and (4.5). The objective function is quadratic and convex, so we use a
quadratic programming solver to calculate the solution.
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Table 4.2: Scaling Setup
e(k − 1)
lb(k)
ub(k)

4.4.3

Under-load
< −0.1 > 0.5
−s
0
2e ∗ s
s

Saturation
<0
>0
−0.5s 0
0
s

Overload
0.5s
s

The Scaler

sa,r,t (k) = gr (b|10ea (k − 1)|c + 1)v̄a,r,t (k − 1)/ȳa,ref

(4.8)

lba,r,t (k) = max{mr , v̄a,r,t (k − 1) − sa,r,t (k)},

(4.9)

uba,r,t (k) = v̄a,r,t (k − 1) + sa,r,t (k).

(4.10)

The scaler narrows optimization to a promising region by setting the two bounds.
The two bounds are controlled by adaptive PI [86], depending on step. Step sa,r,t (k) is the
range that w̄a,r,t (k) is allowed to variate. It is determined by the error ea (k), ȳa,ref and
v̄a,r,t (k − 1); ea (k − 1) = ȳa,ref − ȳa (k − 1); ȳa,ref is the reference value of ȳa , and ȳa,ref = 1,
corresponding to ya (k) = ŷa ; v̄a,r,t (k) is as defined in (4.5). Even if ea (k − 1) is zero, current
configuration is still allowed to variate so as to balance resources. gr is a margin of resource
type r, which are set as 0.05 and 0.1 for CPU and disk respectively in our experiments,
since the effect of CPU on performance is more quickly observed than disk. mr is minimal
allocation of resource type r, which ensures the allocation will not cause starvation.
lba,r,t (k) and uba,r,t (k) are by default set as (4.9) and (4.10) respectively. However,
under different load situations, they change to the setup in the Table 4.2 on the basis of
v̄a,r,t (k − 1).
For any resource type r in tier t of application a, if r is overloaded then w̄a,r,t (k) is
increased by at least half of the step; if it is underloaded and with the performance better
than target, then resource should be decreased by at least in proportion to the error, but if
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SLO is violated, ie. ea (k − 1) > 0.5, r is at least not reduced; if it is saturated, the setting is
the same as in under-load, except for that the step is reduced to half. This heuristics guides
resource allocation toward high-utilization while satisfying SLOs, thus optimizing resource
usage.

4.5

The Domain Arbitrator
For any resource type in any host within an domain D, the total requirement should

satisfy the following capacity constraint.
X

wa,r,t ≤ 1, ∀h ∈ D, ∀r ∈ R,

(4.11)

(a,t):hosta,t =h

where wa,r,t is transformed from w̄a,r,t ; hosta,t is the hosting node for tier t of application
a. If the constraint is violated, we say h is a contended host for resource r. Otherwise,
h is contention free so that all requirements are granted. However, surplus resources are
not allocated because their usage would increase other costs, such as power and cooling
cost. A contention free host is removed from the domain graph until it is cut into isolated
sub-domains Di , with each sub-domain containing just contended hosts.
The constrained resources are distributed within each sub-domain Di . Because performance is limited by the bottlenecked resource, the constrained resource in any tier of an
application should receive the same share pa of its requirement so that the each one has
the same extent of bottleneck. The objective is to minimize the performance penalties ΨDi
across all applications hosted in Di in a fair way:

ΨDi =

X
a∈ADi

((1 − pa )

X
(r,t)∈RTa

(

∂ ȳa
wa,r,t ))2 .
∂wa,r,t

(4.12)
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Minimize ΨDi subject to
X

pa wa,r,t ≤ 1, ∀h ∈ Di , ∀r ∈ Ch ,

(4.13)

(a,t):hosta,t =h

0 < pa ≤ 1.

(4.14)

where ADi is a set of all resident applications in the domain Di ; Ch is a set of all constrained
resource types in host h; RTa is a relation set between the set of resource types and the set
of tiers of application a, RTa = {(r, t) : r ∈ Chosta,t }. The excess of any constrained resource
X
∂ ȳa
r in any host with
.
pa wa,r,t < 1 is distributed in proportional to
∂wa,r,t
(a,t):hosta,t =h

4.6
4.6.1

Experimentation Methodology
Cloud applications
We selected two representative server workloads as the hosted applications. TPC-W

is an E-Commerce benchmark that models after an online bookstore. It consists of two tiers,
Tomcat application and MySQL database servers, which are encapsulated into two VMs.
We use browsing mix as the workload. TPC-C [5] is another online transaction processing
benchmark that contains lightweight disk reads and sporadic heavy writes. Its performance
is sensitive to memory size and disk bandwidth.
To create dynamic variations in resource demands, we instrumented the workload
generators of TPC-W to change client traffic level at run-time.

4.6.2

Testbed configurations
One cluster (CIC100) was used for the experiments. It consists of 16 DELL servers,

each configured with two-socket Intel quad-core Xeon X5450 CPUs and 8 GB memory,
connected by a 1Gb Ethernet.
We used Xen version 4.0 [92] [17] [93] as our virtualization environment. Dom0 and
guest VMs were all running Linux kernel 2.6.32. Dom0 was configured with 8 VCPU and
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4 GB memory, so it would not become the bottleneck for guest VMs. Perfctr-Xen was
installed on both Dom0 and DomUs to enable the monitoring of LCMR on guest VMs,
which each ran a daemon to compute LCMR during each control interval. To enable onthe-fly reconfiguration of CPU and disk bandwidth, all the VMs were para-virtualized. The
VM disk images were stored locally on a second hard drive on each host. We created the
dm-ioband device mapper [80] on the partition containing the images to control disk I/O
bandwidth. We used Xen’s xm command to collect CPU utilization and disk usage statistics.

4.6.3

Experimental methodology
To evaluate the efficacy of BConf, we attempt to answer the following questions:(1)

How accurate is the performance model in predicting performance? (2) How well does BConf
perform under enough supply of resources? (3)When there is resource contention, can BConf
properly arbitrate the constrained resources and maximize the overall system performance?
We compared BConf with a representative partition approach named AutoControl [66]. We
implemented the original controller and improved it by incorporating the reciprocal performance to resources relationship. In all experiments, all applications warmed up before the
start of online model training to build up necessary working set, about for 5 minutes. For
fair comparison, both BConf and AutoControl used the same databases and initial resource
configurations for TPC-W and TPC-C respectively.
The control interval was set to 30 seconds for all experiments. The performance
targets for both TPC-W and TPC-C were set to 100 and 50 mili-seconds respectively. The
stability factor for AutoControl was set to 2, which makes the best trade-off between settling
time and stability according to [66]. For BConf, q was set to 4.
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Table 4.3: MAPE and R2 values(%) of ARMA and LCMR-Gray models for TPC-W.
MAPE
R2

ARMA(1,1)
23.98
66.60

ARMA(2,2)
29.93
63.56

LCMR(1,1)
19.26
69.58

LCMR(2,2)
25.16
65.28

Table 4.4: MAPE and R2 values(%) for TPC-C.
MAPE
R2

4.7
4.7.1

ARMA(1,1)
32.23
36.65

ARMA(2,2)
45.04
15.82

LCMR(1,1)
29.95
51.76

LCMR(2,2)
36.73
23.64

Evaluation Results
Model accuracy
We performed two series of system identification experiments for “LCMR-Gray” or

“ARMA” model under various orders for TPC-W and TPC-C, with both CPU and disk
entitlements varied randomly.
To assess overall prediction accuracy, we computed two measures, the coefficient of
determination (R2 ) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), for each application.
These two measures of both ARMA and LCMR-Gray models with different orders are shown
in Table 4.3 for TPC-W, and Table 4.4 for TPC-C. From Table 4.3, To compare the accuracy
of different models, we take LCMR-Gray(1,1) as a baseline and define accuracy difference
M AP EARM A − M AP ELCM R−Gray(1,1)
between LCMR-Gray and ARMA models as
. For
M AP ELCM R−Gray(1,1)
TPC-W, LCMR-Gray(1,1) is 55.4%, 24.5% more accurate than ARMA(2,2), ARMA(1,1)
respectively. For TPC-C, LCMR-Gray(1,1) is 50.4% and 7.5% more accurate respectively.
Since LCMR-Gray(1,1) performs best, we use LCMR-GRAY(1,1) in our BConf framework.

4.7.2

Performance under enough resources
We have done two experiments under workloads with static and dynamic number

of clients respectively using the small setup shown in Figure 4.5(a). This setup uses two
physical machines to host one TPC-W, and two TPC-C benchmarks.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup.
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(c) tpcw under dynamic workload

Figure 4.6: Performance comparisons of BConf and AutoControl for tpcc1, tpcw under static
and dynamic workload.
Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) show the response times of the two methods with static
workloads. The SLO is the dotted straight line. The static workloads were set to 500 browsing clients for tpcw, 100 clients and 30 warehouses for both tpcc1 and tpcc2. Figure 4.6(c)
plots the response times with the number of tpcw clients changed every 30 intervals. We
started with 300 clients and set the client numbers at the 30th, 60th intervals to be 500, 300
respectively. From Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), we observe that both can bring the response
times close to the targets, but with different deviations. Figure 4.6(c) shows that BConf
converges the performance to the target more quickly.
For tpcc1, Figure 4.7 plots allocations and utilizations. As shown in Figure 4.7(a),
BConf allocated 2% more CPU than AutoControl, but consumed 30% less disk bandwidth.
The configuration by BConf was more balanced and efficient than AutoControl, since CPU
contributes more to the performance than disk allocations. The CPU and disk utilizations
are shown in 4.7(b) and 4.7(c) respectively. The scaler tries to increase the resource utilizations thus reducing resources but avoids resources to run in overloaded condition, In BConf,
CPU utilizations was lower than by AutoControl, but with much higher disk utilization.
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Figure 4.7: tpcc1 resource allocations and utilizations comparisons of BConf and AutoControl.
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Figure 4.8: Resource share for tpcw-db
under static workload.
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Figure 4.9: Resource share for tpcw-db
under dynamic workload.

The performance and configuration of tpcc2 is similar to tpcc1. For tpcw with the static
workload, the comparison of the actual allocations between BConf and AutoControl is shown
in Figure 4.8. The resource allocations for the web tier were insignificant compared with the
db tier, but BConf consumed less overall resources than AutoControl.
For the dynamic workload, Figure 4.9 plots allocations for TPC-W. As shown in
Figure 4.9, BConf guaranteed QoS in the balancing process by increasing fewer VPU cap
and reducing more disk I/O in the first 30 intervals while AutoControl violated QoS due
to CPU reductions in intervals 16-18. When the balanced state was disturbed after client
number mounted from 300 to 500 in the 30th interval, BConf quickly supplemented CPU and
disk bandwidth resources substantially in 4 intervals to meet the SLO. At the same time,
AutoControl first decreased VCPU cap and increased disk I/O due to the wrong model
learning that response time correlated with itself and disk I/O more than CPU allocation,
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Figure 4.10: Standard deviations.
incurring long dead time of requests. Only after a long time, did AutoControl recover from
severe SLO violation in the 54th interval. When client number declined to 300 in 60th
interval, AutoControl got rid of surplus CPU quickly at the cost of disk I/O, but BConf
diminished both CPU and disk I/O to balance the configuration. In the long run, BConf
and AutoControl had almost the same CPU allocations, but BConf consumed half disk I/O
as much as AutoControl. The performance for TPC-C consolidated with TPC-W under
dynamic workload was almost the same as consolidated with TPC-W using static workload,
so we do not show the results.
From above analysis, we see that BConf outperformed AutoControl by consuming
half as much I/O bandwidth as AutoControl, about 50% less I/O than AutoControl, thus
doubling disk utilization for tpcw under both static and dynamic workloads. For tpcc1,
BConf consumed 20% less I/O than AutoControl, with the disk utilization increased by
22%.
It can be concluded that the performance, resource balancing and allocation efficiency consideration in BConf justifies that the resource minimization is constrained by and
consistent with SLOs satisfaction for both static and dynamic workloads. By contrast, AutoControl maintains relative steady resource allocations, which can not deal with workload
dynamics but only increases the risk of violating SLOs and wastes unnecessary resources.
Stability is important because it reflects how stable the performance is that the cloud
users experience. Instability may discourage customers’s use of the cloud. We define standard
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Figure 4.11: Results under scenario(b).
deviation from a reference as the metric.
pPn
R(e) =

e(k)2 /n
,
r

k=1

(4.15)

where r is the control objective and e(k) is the error. The smaller the R(e), the better the
stability. From Figure 4.10, we can see that BConf performed 45.4%, 35.6%, and 29 times
better than AutoControl for static tpcw, tpcc1, dynamic tpcw respectively, due to the reason
that BConf scales resourcs towards performance target and use a more accuate model.
Settling time indicates how quickly the system converges to its steady state value [43].
It measures the SLO violation time.
From Figure 4.6(c), we can observe that it took BConf 4 intervals to get the target when client number climbed from 300 to 500, but about 23 intervals for AutoControl.
Therefore, BConf has shorter settling time than AutoControl.

4.7.3

Results under resource contention
We have done the experiment of scenario(b) in the setup of Figure 4.5(b). Two

physical machines are used to host a TPC-W benchmark and three TPC-Cs. The workload
for tpcw is increased to 550 browsing clients, and the workload for each tpcc is the same as
in scenario(a). This setup may slightly constrain the CPU resource in Host1 and the disk
I/O resource in Host2, so tpcw may contend resources in both tiers.
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Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) compare the response times of the two methods. From
Figure 4.11(a), we observe that both approaches can satisfy SLOs for tpcw, but still BConf
has better stability. For tpcc1, however, AutoControl can not meet the target as shown in
Figure 4.11(b).
To shed light on the reason, the configurations are depicted in Figure 4.11(c). The two
approaches treated Host1 very differently. In AutoControl, tpcc1 at first exhibited a stronger
relationship with CPU than with disk I/O. It competed for CPU resource with tpcw in Host1,
and got the CPU resource because tpcw correlated more with disk I/O bandwidth. But soon
tpcw learned that its performance degraded a lot, so tpcw updated the relationship with CPU
and got CPU resource from tpcc1. Besides, it also had strong relationship with disk I/O,
and was granted with the disk resource to improve its performance. By contrast, tpcc1 did
not get a chance to update the model because the requirements were not granted. Therefore,
it was more and more unlikely to obtain the resource. The relative fixed relationship misled
the resource arbitrator to make a bad choice.
BConf first did not obtain the right relationship either, but even though it had given
tpcw a bad choice, it later invoked the more appropriate model when CPU was overloaded.
It is the model shifting and the intelligent scaling direction provided by the scaler that guides
the arbitrator to make a good choice. Though a wrong model sometimes punishes itself, it
later will learn the right relationship to get the reasonable resource requirements granted.
Another advantage of BConf is that it just needs required resources that satisfies its target,
and releases surplus resources as regulated by the scaler. So tpcw did not compete for disk
I/O with tpcc1. Besides, BConf considers the resource allocations in both of web and db tiers
as a whole, so the tiny requirements in web tier of tpcw was not throttled by the tpcc2 and
tpcc3. Even if they were not granted at one time, tpcw could learn the right requirements
later and both tpcc2 and tpcc3 would hand over the excess resources. The tpcc2 and tpcc3
by BConf was slightly better than by AutoControl due to the relieved contention in Host2.
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As a result, BConf does not need to migrate applications from Host1 to other machines. It is able to consolidate more applications. To compare the resource savings, we
adopt a cost model based on that of Amazon’s EC2 to our system. We set the resource price
for the customer at 1.00 dollar per hour and the resource cost is 0.5 dollar per hour. Then
Host 1 can earn 0.5 more dollar per hour using BConf strategy.

4.8

Summary
In this paper, we present an integrated MPC and adaptive PI control approach for

balanced allocations of virtualized resources to guarantee response time target. We evaluated
BConf in a cloud testbed using two online transaction processing benchmarks and compared
it with a representative partition controller for performance. Experimental results show the
advantages of BConf in resource efficiency and coordination. BConf also demonstrates its
stability and responsiveness over a variety of workloads in contrast to the controller.
Though the gray-box model is response time oriented, the resource balancing and
coordination policy can be applied to satisfy the QoS in terms of other metrics, such as
throughput, by using the black-box model. In the future, we have following directions to
work on: (1) extend our gray-box model to data-intensive applications, such as MapReduce
Applications; (2) configure resources by considering the energy and performance as a whole.
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CHAPTER 5 CANAL: CREDIT SHARING-ORIENTED
NETWORK AND LOCALITY AWARE SCHEDULING IN
MULTI-RESOURCE CLUSTERS
5.1

Introduction
MapReduce [28] remains as a dominant parallel and distributed programming paradigm

for applications to process big data in clusters [64] [58] [85] [10] [54] [98] [83] [8] [31] [56] [57].
It is one of the core technologies powering IT companies like Facebook. MapReduce jobs are
transformed into a set of tasks in today’s cluster systems, such as Mesos [46] and Yarn [82].
The cluster scheduler uses a two-level architecture that consists of job scheduling and task
scheduling, where tasks are basic objects of resource allocation. Moreover, a fine-grained
multi-resource allocation model is provided to satisfy heterogeneous demands of various
tasks. It unlocks space for resource combination and optimization between tasks and servers.
Multi-resource scheduling has been extensively studied [6] [26] [24] [39] [41] [40] [51] [79].
In a shared cluster, scheduling has three different objectives: system efficiency [39], fairness [35] [90] [19] [18] [24] [20], and minimal job completion times (JCT) [40]. System
efficiency is measured by throughput or makespan, the time to finish a set of jobs. However,
each objective may be in conflict with the other two in existing scheduling policies. While
packing a set of tasks of complementary resource demands optimizes system efficiency by
maximizing resource utilization of any resource type, fairness may not be preserved because
these tasks are not from the job with minimal dominant share according to the dominant
resource fairness (DRF) policy, and JCT may be not minimal because they are not from
the shortest job according to shortest remaining job first (SRJF). In addition, the objectives
of fairness and minimal JCT may not be achieved together because the scheduling order
under DRF is different from the one under SRJF. Particularly, SRJF may cause starvation
or extreme unfairness for long jobs if short jobs keep coming.
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Figure 5.1: Average JCT and makespan under different schedulers.
The multi-resource version of max-min fairness, i.e., DRF, is based on instantaneous
share at any time point. On one hand, it causes resource fragments, which are resources
in a node that cannot be utilized by any task, thus degrading system performance. On
the other hand, the envy-free property of fairness, i.e., no user should prefer the resource
allocation of another user, may increase JCT. The reason is that JCT is improved by trading
resource allocation of long jobs with that of short jobs. Since users cannot experience the
instantaneous share, they care more about whether a job or its last task finishes within
its fair sharing job completion time (FJCT), the one resulting from DRF. Our observation
is that by keeping in mind the FJCT of each job, the constraints placed by DRF on the
optimization of both cluster efficiency and JCTs can be removed. Specifically by dynamically
sorting jobs in the increasing order of their FJCTs (instead of instantaneous share), packing
tasks of relatively short jobs by taking credit from long jobs not only accelerates short jobs,
but also guarantees that long jobs will not decelerate. Moreover, packing optimizes system
performance by maximizing resource utilization in each dimension.
To make tradeoff between the three conflicting objectives, a scheduler called Tetris [39]
was designed to employ dot product to pack tasks of jobs at a fixed-value (75th) percentile
of dominant share. It remains the best practice as shown in Figure 5.1. Whenever resource
is available, it computes the packing score and job score (related to job length) for each task,
and selects the one with the largest weighted score. While Tetris improves system efficiency
and JCTs, it has two major disadvantages. First, the percentile knob limits improvement
of JCT. When the dominant shares of short jobs go beyond the fixed-value percentile, they
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are not allowed to run further even though they will not decelerate long jobs. Therefore
it misses the opportunity to accelerate short jobs. Second, the knob cannot guarantee the
FJCTs. Packing heuristics favor certain tasks. For example, dot product favors large resource
demand. As a result, it may cause long and indefinite wait time for the jobs that have
extremely small task demands as shown in Section 2.
A recent proposed work, Altruistic Scheduling (AS) [40], allows long jobs to yield
resource allocation to short jobs. While it improves the average JCT, the improvement is
achieved at the cost of long jobs, because it provides guarantee of FJCTs only in offline
scheduling, rather than in online scheduling. The AS results also show that a significant
percentage (16%) of jobs is slowed down by up to 1.61 times. Moreover, AS serves as
an outside layer of an existing scheduler, such as DRF, focusing on job acceleration with
no consideration of cluster efficiency. Since AS is contingent upon other scheduler, it is
complementary to our independent scheduling work. Our objective is to optimize both
system efficiency and JCTs, and theoretically guarantee FJCTs in online scheduling.
In a multi-resource cluster, system efficiency depends on effective utilization of any
resource type. A MapReduce job is divided into Map and Reduce tasks. A Map task can
run on the same node as its input data (node locality), on the same rack (rack locality)
or on a different rack (off-rack). Compared with a node-local task, a non-local one needs
additional network resources and extra time for data transfer. Tradeoff should be made
when the resource demand of a non-local task is larger than a local task. There were studies
on achieving good data locality without impairing fairness in a slot-based cluster [49] [97].
A slot is a fixed amount of a single resource type, such as memory in Hadoop. In multiresource clusters, the heterogeneity of multi-resource requirements by tasks may render them
ineffective. To choose between a local and a non-local task, current work [39] imposed a
fixed-value penalty to discount the packing score of a non-local task. Though the fixed-value
improves the average performance, its fixity may cause sub-optimal performance due to lack
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of adaptability to workload dynamics. Therefore, data locality poses great challenges to
cluster scheduling.
Network utilization is crucial to performance in large-scale data-intensive clusters
because network bisection bandwidth tends to become a bottleneck [29] [71] [78]. In MapReduce jobs, network is mainly used by reduce tasks for intermediate data transfer. There is
stage barrier to network utilization because reduce tasks cannot start if map tasks have not
finished. The network can be idle when the running tasks are mainly map tasks, and become a
bottleneck when most are reduce tasks. Therefore, scheduling tasks of the same stage in most
or all jobs may cause imbalanced network utilization and elongation of network-intensive jobs.
Existing schedulers, including Tetris and AS, are oblivious of this barrier. Though Tetris
scheduled the last few tasks when the map stage is about to completion, the effect is limited.
As to AS, it even will degrade system performance when only long jobs are network-intensive,
because accelerating short jobs causes network to be more under-utilized. Advancing some
network-intensive jobs to get network fully utilized not only improves system efficiency, but
also decreases JCTs. However, how to accelerate jobs without affecting completions of other
jobs further complicates the task of cluster scheduling.
Our main contribution in this paper is to exploit above key observation and propose
a simple theorem-proof policy, called credit sharing (CS) policy, that guarantees fair sharing
JCTs. It recursively accounts for the cumulative credit that long jobs contribute to the
short jobs, and short jobs pay down or off their borrowed credit later in the process of
accelerated execution or upon completions. The credit is measured by how much resource
shares have been borrowed and for how long. In addition to accelerating short jobs, the
cluster scheduler is enabled to pack tasks of relatively short jobs, getting system efficiency
nearly optimized since task demands of short jobs are in the same magnitude as those of
long jobs. Because a non-local task introduces a “new" non-local fragment by wasting extra
resources, we estimate the size of all the normal and non-local fragments resulting from a
packing. According to CS policy and the size of total fragment, we present a method called
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Dynamic-Level for calculating the number of head jobs dynamically that optimizes both the
effective resource utilization and JCTs. To overcome the stage-barrier, we monitor network
and schedule additional tasks for some network-intensive jobs by borrowing credit from long
jobs based on CS policy. The packing scores of the additional tasks are dynamically adjusted
and scheduled together uniformly with all other tasks in Dynamic-Level.

5.2
5.2.1

Motivation and Challenges
Limitations of Current Cluster Schedulers
As mentioned in the introduction, DRF impedes performance of shared clusters.

While Tetris [39] alleviates the impediments by setting a percentile-knob, it may elongate
some jobs by preventing them from further execution, or cause indefinite wait. We use an
example to illustrate this.
Consider a two-node cluster with 2Gbps network. Each node has 20 Cores and 20
GB RAM. There are four jobs. Job A has 3 tasks that require [4 Cores, 12 GB] each; job
B has 4 map tasks that require [8 Cores, 4 GB] each, and 2 reduce tasks; job C has 6 map
tasks that require [5 Cores, 3 GB] each, and 2 reduce tasks; job D has 3 tasks that require
[10 Cores, 6 GB] each. All reduce tasks need 1Gbps network and extremely little CPU or
memory. Assume that the duration of each task is T . Tetris will consider the first 3 of the 4
jobs (75% percentile) sorted by their dominant shares, and select the task with the highest
packing score each time. Tetris will schedule 2 tasks for job A and D, then 1 task for each
of them. Figure 5.2(a) shows its task schedule.
Consider a FJCT-aware scheduler that dynamically schedules tasks from the head
jobs. It will first schedule 2 tasks for job A, and all the 4 tasks for job B to use up all the
CPU and MEM. Then the reduce tasks of job B become runnable to use up the network
resource. Such a schedule is shown in Figure 5.2(b). The jobs finish at 2T , 2T , 3T , 3T .
Under the new schedule, average JCT drops by 23% over Tetris (13T → 10T ). The
makespan reduces by 40% over Tetris (5T → 3T ).
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of schedules under Tetris and an alternative.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of JCTs
2 tasks
(phase 2)
3 tasks
2T
3T

JCT
A
4T
B
C
D

Tetris
2T
5T
4T
5T
2T

CANAL
2T
2T
3T
3T

DRF
3T
5T
4T
3T

Table 5.5 compares their JCTs with DRF. Under Tetris, job C completes later than
FJCT under DRF. Suppose jobs A and D keep coming, Tetris will delay job C indefinitely
due to its small task demand. By contrast, a FJCT-aware scheduler will not.

5.2.2

Data Locality and Effective Resource Utilization
For any job, non-local Map tasks require additional disk and network resources than

data-local ones. We call the resource demand of local tasks the essential resources, the minimum required by any task executing the same application on data of the same size. The
utilization of essential resource is effective whereas non-local data access is not effective.
We illustrate this problem by running 20 jobs of 4 data-intensive benchmark applications
on Tetris: RandomForest, TeraSort, WordCount and GrepSearch, with 5 jobs for each application over input data range from 1GB to 20GB. Details of the testbed and benchmark
descriptions can be found in Section 5 and Table 5.7. Figure 5.3 shows effective disk and
network utilizations respectively, as well as non-local input data access for map tasks. Racklocal and off-rack data access accounts for up to 20% of disk bandwidth, and off-rack data
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Network Utilization (%)
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Figure 5.3: Non-local data access for map tasks and effective resource utilization.
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Figure 5.4: Effective network utilization by Tetris.
for up to 80% of network bandwidth of the cluster switch. The non-local data access greatly
degraded the performance by decreasing effective disk and network utilizations.

5.2.3

Stage Barrier to Network Utilization
Reduce tasks may have large network requirement due to a great amount of interme-

diate data transfer across the cluster switch. Network is bottlenecked resource for networkintensive jobs. However, there is stage barrier to fully utilize network because only after
all Map tasks finish can reduce tasks start to execute. Network may be idle if all jobs are
still in Map stage or running Map tasks. To demonstrate this problem, we ran 8 jobs of 2
applications: TeraSort and WordCount on Tetris, with 4 jobs for each application over input
data range from 6GB to 20GB. Figure 5.4 shows effective network utilizations across their
lifetime. The cluster switch is nearly idle in the first 260 seconds, accounting for 35% of total
time.
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5.3

The Credit Sharing Policy
A job can have DAG tasks [59] [61] [25] [14] [36]. As demonstrated in Dryad [47] [48],

the DAG of any job is mapped to a topology consisting of multiple sequential stages; each
stage has many concurrent tasks. Particularly, MapReduce jobs have two stages: map and
reduce. We consider the general scenario that tasks have different demand vectors in different
stages. Task demands and durations can be leveraged based on prior runs of recurring
jobs [9] [32] [39]. In addition, tasks in the same stage have the same demand vector and
duration [13] [60] [35], Our study is reasonable and practical because existing SampleSort [33]
algorithm can assure evenly partitioning of intermediate data. In the estimation of FJCTs,
we first consider the case with MapReduce jobs, then generalize it to multi-stage scenario.
Suppose a multi-resource cluster and N jobs, from j1 to jN , with the resource set
as R = {cpu, mem, disk, network}. Job ji has Mi stages, and nis tasks in stage s; each
mem disk
task in stage s has essential resource demand vector Dis = [dcpu
, dis , dnetwork
] and
is
is , dis

duration lis . The demand vector is normalized to the corresponding capacity of the entire
cluster. Note that above vector is a row vector. We represent all vectors in boldface. The
effective utilization is denoted as U = [ucpu , umem , udisk , unetwork ]. For convenience, we call
the product of the demand vector of a task of job ji in stage s and its duration the product
vector, which is lis Dis . The product vector of job ji , denoted as Pi , is the sum of product
Mi
X
vectors across all tasks, Pi =
nis lis Dis . The largest component of the product vector of
s=1

a job is called its dominant demand product P , abbreviated as demand product.

5.3.1

Bounded-space Dynamic MVBP Model
Task scheduling is a variation of classic Multi-dimensional Vector Bin Packing (MVBP)

problem called bounded-space dynamic MVBP, because the number of servers is bounded;
jobs and tasks dynamically arrive and depart.
One goal of task scheduling is to maximize throughput or minimize makespan. The
classic MVBP problem is NP-complete and APX-hard [89]. Packing heuristics or approxima-
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Table 5.6: Resource allocation and cumulative credit of job B
Time
Window
[0, T]
[T, 2T]
[2T, 3T]
[3T, 4T]
[4T, 5T]

DRF

CS

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1

0.8
1
-

share
credit
0.6
0.8
-0.2
-0.2
-1

product
credit
0.6T
0.8T
-0.2T
-0.2T
-T

cumulative
credit
0.6T
1.4T
1.2T
1T
0T

tion algorithms, such as dot product, are near optimal because the results on average are only
a few percent worse than the minimum number of servers [76]. Meanwhile, they maximize
server utilization in each resource dimension at each scheduling step, and accumulatively
step by step, the utilizations over the lifetime of the server.
Since the total product vector across all jobs is fixed, the makespan (MS) depends on
the effective utilizations of all dimensions. Therefore, we have:
PN PMi
M S = max{

i=1

s=1
ur

nis lis dris

, ∀r ∈ R}.

(5.1)

Maximizing effective utilization in each resource dimension amounts to minimizing
makespan.

5.3.2

Credit Sharing Theorem
Under the new CS policy, suppose N jobs are sorted as job j1 , j2 , ..., jk , ..., jN in the

increasing order of FJCTs. Note that above subscripts are ranks of the order. FJCTs are
dynamically calculated in online scheduling according to DRF (subsection 5.3.3). If short
jobs borrow some resource shares from long jobs, then not only short jobs run faster, but
also long jobs will not be delayed under certain constraint. The borrowed share is called
share credit, or allocation credit. The product of the allocation credit and its duration
is called product credit, abbreviated as credit. The credit accumulated over the time is
called cumulative credit. Table 5.6 shows resource allocation of job B in Section 5.2.1 under
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DRF and CS, as well its share credit and cumulative credit. After job B finishes at 2T , its
cumulative credit starts to decrease because it pays off its credit.
The “if" condition in the hypothesis is called prerequisite. The constraint of borrowing
is that after the advancement, if not completion, of short jobs, long jobs later have enough
resource demand to utilize the credit lent to short jobs. The product of dominant share
and its duration is called dominant allocation product, abbreviated as allocation product
or dominant product. Note its difference from dominant demand product. The dominant
product accumulated over the time is called cumulative dominant product. Formally, the
cumulative credit of a job over time is the difference between its cumulative dominant product
under the new policy and the corresponding one under DRF over the same time. The
constraint will be discussed in detail in subsection 5.3.4. In the following, the prerequisite is
formulated mathematically, and the hypothesis is proved based on mathematical induction.
T heorem Assume the above constraint is satisfied by long jobs. The cumulative credit
of the first i (∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ) shortest jobs over any time t, denoted as Ci (t), is larger than
or equal to 0, i.e., the first i jobs can borrow credit, is a sufficient prerequisite for all jobs to
run faster than or at least the same as they did under DRF.
For convenience, the new cumulative dominant product of the first i jobs over time
i Z t
X
0
0
t is denoted as Fi (t), Fi (t) =
fk0 (τ )dτ ; the corresponding one under DRF is denoted
k=1

as Fi (t), Fi (t) =

i Z t
X
k=1

0

0

Z
fk (τ )dτ = i ·

t

f (τ )dτ , where fk0 (τ ) is the new dominant share

0

allocated to job k, f (τ ) is the dominant share allocated to each job by DRF. Note that each
notation under CS is primed compared with the corresponding one under DRF. Then, we
have Ci (t) = Fi0 (t) − Fi (t). Since Ci (t) ≥ 0, the prerequisite is simplified as:
Fi0 (t) ≥ Fi (t).

(5.2)

P roof We start with a fixed-set of N jobs, then consider dynamic arrival of new jobs
in online scheduling. Suppose the first job j1 finished at time t1 under DRF as shown in

JN-1
JN
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Figure 5.5: Job dominant resource shares and completion times under DRF.

Figure 5.5, and job ji , 2 ≤ i ≤ N finished at time

i
X

tk , or ti later than its immediate

k=1

predecessor job ji−1 . The dominant share each job received was f1 before the first job
finished, and was fi during the subsequent time ti , 2 ≤ i ≤ N , after job ji−1 finished.
The index i is assumed to be 1 ≤ i ≤ N without particular specification. The FJCT
i
X
tk . A job finishes when its cumulative dominant product is
of job ji is denoted as Ti =
k=1

equal to its demand product. Therefore, we have:

Fi (Ti ) =

i
X

Pk .

(5.3)

k=1

Suppose the new completion time of job ji is Ti0 under CS. Given (5.2), we want to
prove Ti0 ≤ Ti . Note that Pi is a constant. The new product that the first job accumulates
over time t1 = T1 is F10 (T1 ). According to (5.2) and (5.3), F10 (t1 ) ≥ f1 t1 = P1 . Therefore, the
first job must finish within t1 under CS. We have:
T10 ≤ T1 .

(5.4)

0
≤ Ti−1 , Ti0 ≤ Ti , that is, the first i jobs complete before their
Assume T10 ≤ T1 , ..., Ti−1

FJCTs. In the CS policy, the first i+1 jobs since the start time 0, accumulate total dominant
i+1
X
0
(Ti+1 ) ≥ Fi+1 (Ti+1 ) =
Pk over time Ti+1 based on (5.2) and (5.3). Since the
product Fi+1
k=1
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first i jobs already finish within Ti ≤ Ti+1 , job ji+1 must finish within Ti+1 , otherwise above
formula does not hold. We have:

0
T10 ≤ T1 , ..., Ti0 ≤ Ti =⇒ Ti+1
≤ Ti+1 .

(5.5)

From (5.4) and (5.5), Ti0 ≤ Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ N is concluded according to mathematical
induction.
Now consider dynamic job arrival. Suppose a job j arrives at time t0 , and the
FJCTs of all jobs are updated, with j longer than l jobs. Therefore, j becomes jl+1 , and all
the jobs longer than j shift right by 1, becoming jl+2 , ..., jN , jN +1 . The FJCTs are sorted as
T1 , ..., Tl , Tl+1 , ..., TN +1 . Note that Ti of each job ji that has not finished before t0 changes
with the arrival of job j. We want to prove that Ti0 ≤ Ti still holds. Applying induction to
the first l jobs as to the previous N jobs, Ti0 ≤ Ti holds when i ≤ l. The first l + 1 jobs
l+1
X
0
accumulate total dominant product Fl+1 (Tl+1 ) ≥ Fl+1 (Tl+1 ) =
Pk over time Tl+1 based
k=1

on (5.2) and (5.3). Since the first l jobs already finish within Tl ≤ Tl+1 , job jl+1 must finish
within Tl+1 . Therefore, Ti0 ≤ Ti holds when i = l + 1. Similarly, Ti0 ≤ Ti holds for the
remaining jobs from jl+2 to jN +1 by applying induction.
By applying divide and conquer again, as well as induction in each branch, Ti0 ≤ Ti
holds for all jobs after arrival of each new job. Therefore, the prerequisite guarantees FJCTs
in online scheduling.
End of P roof
Interpretation The theorem recursively checks the cumulative credit that long jobs
contribute to the top i jobs. Upon accelerated completions, short jobs pay off the credit
drawn from long jobs.
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Suppose ci is the cumulative credit of the single job ji . Note that ci (t) is different
from Ci (t). When i = 1, c1 (t) = C1 (t) ≥ 0. When i ≥ 2,

ci (t) = Ci (t) − Ci−1 (t).

(5.6)

In other words, from the second job, ci (t) can either be 0, positive or negative, interpreted as no credit, borrowing and lending credit respectively. Hence, at any time point t,
there are 3N −1 combinations about credit polarity. At some time later, when ci (t) decreases
from positive to 0 or from 0 to negative, job ji pays off the credit or lends credit respectively;
when ci (t) increases from negative to 0 or from 0 to positive, job ji collects the credit or
draws credit respectively. Unlike DRF that always schedules one particular job, CS allows
scheduling any job that meets the criteria.
Because CS unleashes the power of packing, the resource utilization Ucs in each
dimension is larger than Udrf . Since the scheduler does not know or need to know Udrf ,
we use the maximum utilization over all resource types in Ucs , the utilization of bottleneck
resource, as the upper bound of utilization of each resource for calculating FJCTs, denoted
as Tics−util . Moreover, we have:
Ti0 ≤ Tics−util ≤ Ti .

5.3.3

(5.7)

Calculation of Fair Sharing Completion Times
Each FJCT Tics−util is computed according to the divisibility version of DRF [70].

DRF equalizes the dominant share fi across all jobs as shown in Figure 5.5. Moreover, if a
job cannot use up the allocation due to lack of task demands, the surplus is redistributed
to other jobs similarly [35]. For multi-stage jobs, the dominant resource type of each job
is determined by task demand in current stage. In addition, each stage has fair sharing
completion time (FCT). The FCT of current stage is estimated from both the remaining
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dominant demand product and dominant share in current stage. The dominant share, as
well as the remaining demand product, is recalculated whenever a job “shifts" from one stage
to another stage or “departs” the system according to DRF, or arrives to the system. The
three types of events constitute job dynamics. The FJCT is determined by calculating FCT
for each stage and adding them up. If current stage is the final stage, for example reduce
stage of map-reduce jobs, then FJCT is estimated directly. If it is not, the FCT for each
remaining stage will be estimated.
Suppose the current time is t, and dominant share is f . We take map-reduce jobs
as example for estimating FCTs of further stages. We simulate DRF to update dominant
share and remaining demand products of jobs with the time advancement ever since from t.
Since job inter-arrival times is roughly exponential, the number and task demands of jobs
at any time are almost identical. Therefore, we do not need to predict job arrivals, and
do simulation at two types of job events: stage shifting and departure. The stage shifting
event of a job will affect dominant shares of all jobs that are running network-intensive (NI)
reduce tasks at the event, because it starts to utilize network bandwidth. The job departure
event will also affect the shares of NI jobs since the network utilization will change. The
dominant share of other jobs that are running map tasks or non-network-intensive (NNI)
tasks are not affected by both events given the same job and task demand distribution of
other resources except for network. Therefore, we can use the same dominant share f in the
time advancement for NI jobs at map-stage and NNI jobs at any stage. Their map-FCTs
keep the same due to the same share f , and reduce-FCTs are computed accordingly by using
f.
In order to estimate the reduce-FCTs for NI jobs, we advance time and update parameters as follows in the increasing order of occurring times of the above two types of job
events. First, update the remaining demand product. Second, derive the network shares of
NNI jobs at reduce stage from the fixed network to dominant share ratios of their reduce
tasks since dominant share is known as f , and deducted from the normalized network capac-
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ity of entire cluster, which is 1. Third, divide the remaining network share evenly among NI
jobs at reduce stages according to DRF due to the same dominant resource type − network,
with the share of other resource types not exceeding their corresponding shares at time t.
Repeat the same process until the reduce-FCTs of every NI job at t is predicted. If the
network is fully utilized by some NI jobs during some time piece in the prediction, then long
NI jobs can lend credit to short ones. Otherwise they cannot because they would take risk
of decelerating completions and network would be more underutilized due to fewer ready NI
reduce tasks. Suppose the set of NI jobs are ji1 , ..., jik , ..., jin , the dominant share is f 0
during time piece t0 and nf 0 = 100%. Then job jik can wait the first k − 1 jobs to use up the
(k − 1)f 0 share, the credit it can lend is (k − 1)f 0 t0 . Accumulating all the credits during all
time pieces with full network utilization, we get the total credit for each job to lend, called
the credit threshold Γik . Moreover,

−cik ≤ Γik .

(5.8)

For multi-stage jobs, the further estimation can be done similarly by recognizing
resources that are only used by some particular stages.
In above further estimation with time advancement, we assume the same dominant
share for NNI jobs. Actually, the dominant share may change with job dynamics in future
even during a single stage of a job as indicated in Figure 5.5. Our argument is that job order
is the same as long as the new changed dominant share is the same across jobs and can be
used up by jobs. The CS theorem depends on the order of jobs, instead of FJCTs.
For jobs that cannot use up its dominant share, their FJCTs tend to be the constant
during job dynamics and the constraint will be assured by our CNANL scheduler.

5.3.4

Multi-Objective Optimization in Online Scheduling
In the online scheduling, jobs are submitted to the cluster dynamically and ordered

according to their FJCTs.
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For each node with available resource, we prefer to pack tasks of short jobs to minimize JCTs, and also maximize effective resource utilization on the node. However, the two
objectives may not be achieved together. To resolve the conflict, we present a method, called
Dynamic-Level, that examines the candidates of the first L short jobs, 1 ≤ L ≤ N . L is doubled in each iteration so as to differentiate completion times between iterations, also make a
fast convergence. As L increases, system performance improves, but JCTs inflate. To make
a tradeoff, we use two metrics − remaining work and ineffective resource utilization using
a weighted sum. The remaining work w of a job is the total work across all unscheduled
tasks; the work of a task is the sum of components of its demand vector normalized to the
corresponding capacity of the node. We use ineffective utilization instead of effective one.
Since there are already some tasks scheduled and running on the node, the decision based on
latter would be affected by previous ones and insensitive to current choice. The ineffective
utilization is v on the node, which will be explained in next section. We choose the best
combination with the lowest value of (v + λ · w). To ensure that the weighted sum is not
v̄
dominated by either one, we use λ = , where v̄ and w̄ is the average value.
w̄
Since the task demands are at the same magnitude, the shorter job has higher probability to be scheduled, and gets more share. Therefore,

f10 (t) ≥ f20 (t)... ≥ fi0 (t)... ≥ fN0 (t).

Because

N
X

fk0 (t)

k=1

i
X
k=1

fk0 (t) ≥

i
X

=

N
X

(5.9)

fk (t) = N · f (t), we have:

k=1

fk (t) = i · f (t) .

(5.10)

k=1

The prerequisite (5.2) is deduced from (5.10) by integrating both sides over time.
In practice, it is not necessary to guarantee (5.9). First, doing so at any time may
degrade performance. The nodes are considered one by one in cluster scheduling. The first
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node may be more suitable to a long job to fully utilize its resource, while the immediate
second one to a short job. Exchanging the order deteriorates performance. Second, the
probability that (5.9) is valid increases greatly with both the job rank and time as shown.
To simplify the analysis without loss of generality, we only consider whether or not
0
fi0 (t) ≥ fi+1
(t), instead of the concrete value. Let Xi be a random variable of job ji on the
0
0
(t). The
(t); Xi = 0 means fi0 (t) < fi+1
sample space Ω = {0, 1}. Xi = 1 means fi0 (t) ≥ fi+1
i
X
1
base probability of Xi = 1 is p and p is much larger than . Let X =
Xk . The first
2
k=1
i
i jobs satisfy (5.10) when at least half of their random variables equates 1, i.e., X ≥ d e.
2
 
i
X
i
i k
P r(X ≥ d e) =
p (1 − p)i−k .
k
2
i
k=d 2 e

If the rank i is large enough (i > 5), the binomial distribution of X approximates
normal distribution with the mean and variance as ip and ip(1−p) respectively [1]. Moreover,
r
1−p
i
the coefficient of variation
decreases, and X centers around the mean ip > .
ip
2
i
P r(X ≥ d e) approximates 1. Suppose p = 0.8, when i = 10, P r(X ≥ 5) > 96.7%. Suppose
2
p = 0.9, when i = 10, P r(X ≥ 5) > 99.8%.
In online scheduling, we check the satisfaction of the prerequisite (5.2) after each
epoch. The epoch is configured as the average task length of all jobs, denoted as e. It is
neither long because we cannot do so until tasks finish, nor short because we can observe most
jobs satisfy (5.2) after one task length. At the end of each epoch, we check the prerequisite
recursively. Suppose Ci−1 ≥ 0, if ci ≥ 0, then Ci ≥ 0 based on (5.6). Therefore, we only
need to deal with ci < 0. If Ci < 0, we compensate the prerequisite gap |Ci |. When ci < 0,
i.e., job ji lends credit. Trace analysis of MapReduce workload at Google and Facebook [7]
shows that task number is positively correlated to job length, with the correlation coefficient
as highly as 0.86 and 0.75 respectively (to do). Therefore, most of long jobs have enough
tasks to use up the credit. Nevertheless, we guarantee the constraint in case some may not.
Constraint Satisfaction We first distribute the credit evenly across the fair sharing
remaining time and get the credited share for each stage. If one stage does not have enough
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tasks to use up allocated credit, the unconsumed credit is redistributed to other stages. The
same process is repeated until all stages are examined. If there is still unconsumed credit,
then the job must be compensated the product discrepancy or gap between the credited
product, the product of credited share and the length of one epoch, and actual product
during the next epoch.
Moreover, if job ji is NI job, we also need to check ci against Γi based on (5.8). Among
the three gaps, including prerequisite gap if there is, we compensate the largest one, denoted
as Gi , by scheduling corresponding additional tasks during next epoch (subsection 5.4.3).
There is a delay of one epoch on average, and two epochs at worst or most, for the few jobs
to satisfy the constraint and prerequisite.
In this way, L is dynamically determined to optimize both effective utilization and
JCTs without missing FJCTs.

5.4

Locality-aware and Network-aware Packing
Since various packing heuristics, such as dot product and cosine, have similar approx-

imation ratios, we use dot product in our packing.

5.4.1

Locality-aware Packing
Given the L head jobs considered in job scheduling, the objective of tasks scheduling

is to pack tasks from these L jobs to minimize ineffective utilization by taking data locality
into consideration. Suppose the resource vector of a fragment resulting from a packing
is V = [v cpu , v mem , v disk , v network ]. At node level, v network is close to 1 most of the time
because network utilization is low due to high oversubscription ratio. It cannot be used to
distinguish packing efficiency so that we exclude it. The size of a fragment is the average of
X
its components except for network dimension, v =
v r /|R̂|, where R̂ = R − {network}.
r∈R̂

Scheduling of a non-local task introduces a new type of “fragment", called a non-local
fragment. Each non-local task of job ji in stage s requires additional network resource dnetwork
is
for fetching and transferring data and extra time ∆lis beyond the essential demand vector
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mem disk
, dis ] and duration lis if it ran locally. The corresponding resource overhead
[dcpu
is , dis
X
+
∆l
ois = lis dnetwork
dris /|R̂|.
is
is
r∈R̂

The size of the non-local fragment is estimated as the ratio between its overhead and
total work.

vis = ois /(ois + lis

X

dris /|R̂|).

(5.11)

r∈R̂

Based on this metric, we can opportunistically pack tasks. At the very start, we
find the minimal ineffective utilization, v local , by packing only local tasks from all jobs. A
non-local task has the same alignment score as the local one due to same essential demand.
The smaller vis is than v local , the larger chance it has. The probability is
pis = 1 − vis /v local .

(5.12)

In practice, we generate a random number g between [1, 10]. If g ≤ 10pis , then it is packed,
otherwise it is discarded. In this way, we find the best packing of tasks, whether local or
not, that results in minimal ineffective utilization for each L.

5.4.2

Network-aware Scheduling
To overcome the stage barrier to network utilization, we monitor the utilization of

the cluster switch. Whenever network is not fully utilized with u at the end of each epoch
less than a threshold, say 90%, we accelerate NI jobs. For convenience, let reduce-NI and
map-NI denote NI jobs at reduce and map stages respectively. Moreover, the largest share
across all resources except for network is called three-dimensional dominant share or node
share because the capacity of network bandwidth is determined by cluster switch while all
other resources are determined by nodes; the corresponding product is called node product.
The node product of each job ji during n-th epoch is ∆F̂i0 (n) = F̂i0 (n) − F̂i0 (n − 1). Note that
three-dimensional notation is hatted in comparison to the corresponding four-dimensional
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one if it has. Moreover, ∆ is prefixed to the notation over n-th epoch compared with those
over n epochs. Suppose it is at the end of n-th epoch, and the available network product
during next epoch is P network .
Acceleration of reduce-NI jobs. Above all, we accelerate reduce-NI jobs from top to
down by supplementing their resource allocations over next epoch. Since we are not sure of
the fair sharing dominant share each job will receive during (n+1)-th epoch, we conservatively
1
use the lower bound, the node share , so that no job will lend more than its dominant share
N
over next epoch. According to the prerequisite of CS policy, the total estimated dominant
N −i+1
product for job ji to jN to use is at most
e over next epoch. Since dominant
N
product is estimated as node product, each NI job ji can use all the estimated dominant
product credit provided by ji to jN as node product while using available network bandwidth
as much as possible. Therefore, the upper bound or quota on the node product that job ji
is eligible to be supplemented during (n + 1)-th epoch, denoted as Qi (n + 1), is obtained
N
X
by deducting from the total estimated dominant product the product compensations
Gk
k=i

and its own node product:
N

Qi (n + 1) =

X
N −i+1
Gk
e − ∆F̂i0 (n) −
N
k=i

(5.13)

Suppose the reduce-NI jobs are ji1 , ..., jik , ..., jix . We wish to compute the product
supplement for each job jik over (n + 1)-th epoch, denoted as Sik (n + 1). The eligible node
product for each NI job jik to supplement, denoted as Eik (n+1), depends on its node product
quota and how much node product credit that its predecessor jobs have borrowed from jobs
jik to jN over (n + 1)-th epoch, denoted as ∆Ĉik −1 (n + 1). Since the first NI job ji1 does not
have any predecessor, ∆Ĉi1 −1 (n + 1) = 0. We have,

Eik (n + 1) = Qik (n + 1) − ∆Ĉik −1 (n + 1).

(5.14)
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Besides, the corresponding network product of Sik (n + 1) is subject to network constraint,

hik · Sik (n + 1) ≤ P network −

k−1
X

hiq · Siq (n + 1),

(5.15)

q=1

where hik is the ratio between the network to node share of its reduce task. ∆Ĉik+1 −1 (n + 1)
is updated as:

∆Ĉik+1 −1 (n + 1) = ∆Ĉik −1 (n + 1) + Sik (n + 1)
−(Qik (n + 1) − Qik+1 (n + 1)).

(5.16)

The iteration stops when either Eik (n + 1) in (5.14) or the corresponding remaining
network product on the right-side of (5.15) is not above 0.
Acceleration of map-NI jobs. If there is available network over the next epoch after
accelerating reduce-NI jobs or no NI job is at reduce stage, accelerating map-NI jobs will
further improve network utilization. To this end, we need to decide which map-NI jobs are
accelerated and how much product to supplement for each job. On the one side, accelerating
the map-NI job that is closest to the completion of its map stage will make use of idle network
in the short term; on the other side, accelerating the job that has the least remaining map
work and the most network demand not only optimizes network utilization in the long term,
but also affects the optimization of other JCTs the least.
Therefore, we design two phases for accepting and selecting jobs respectively. In the
first phase, only the jobs whose acceleration will open a time window for network utilization
improvement are accepted to the second phase. For each map-NI job jg , the completion
time of map stage under CS policy t0g is predicted based on its moving average finishing
speed over epochs; the corresponding FCT of map stage is tg . Moreover, we also calculate
its accelerated time of map stage after supplementing its eligible product t00g . According to
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CS policy, some jobs execute faster than they do under DRF while others may run slower.
Therefore, if t0g < tg , then the time window is tg − t00g , otherwise is t0g − t00g . If the time window
is positive, then jg is accepted. The available network jg is shown on the Figure (to do)
In the second phase, the job that has the highest ratio between the total network
demand and remaining map work across all accepted jobs. Suppose the selected job jg is
the k-th job in the updated accelerated jobs ji1 , ..., jik , ..., jim . Its eligible node product is
obtained by deducting from its node product quota all the product supplements of below
jobs, in addition to the credit borrowed by above jobs:

Eik (n + 1) = Qik (n + 1) − ∆Ĉik −1 (n + 1)
−

m
X

Eiq (n + 1).

(5.17)

q=k+1

Because the calculation of supplemented product is based on CS policy, other jobs
are not decelerated.

5.4.3

Allocation of Product Compensation and Supplement
For allocating the compensated and supplemented product, we have two options−reservation

and adjustment of packing scores. Reserving resources may be inefficient because some resources are wasted during the reservation period. The problem is even worse if task demand
is large. Moreover, the resulting resource utilization may be not high due to no packing. By
contrast, the alternative does not have such issues.

5.5

Evaluation
The CANAL scheduler was implemented on Hadoop Yarn 2.6.0. We use both simula-

tions of large-scale cluster settings and our testbed of a 16-node private cluster running real
MapReduce applications to show CANAL exhibits significant advantage over competitive
schedulers, such as Tetris.
This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Table 5.7: MapReduce benchmark summary.
Name
TeraSort
TeraGen
Grep
RandomWrite
WordCount
PiEst
Bayes
Kmean
RandomForest
Matrix

5.5.1

Type
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU

Description
Sort the input data into a total order
Generate and write data into system
Extract matching regular expression
Random write words into file
Count words in the input file
Estimate Pi using Monte Carlo method
Contruct Bayes Classifier on input data
Cluster analysis using K-mean method
Classification using Random Forest
Matrix add and multiplication

Methodology
Alternate Schedulers We compared CANAL with Tetris, SRJF, Delay scheduling

based on DRF (Delay/DRF), locality-aware only scheduling (LAO) and network-aware only
scheduling (NAO). Each job has the same 4-dimensional task demands across all schedulers.
Workload We evaluated CANAL scheduler using 10 MapReduce applications, most

of which were widely used in evaluations of MapReduce framework by previous works [69] [50] [12] [16] [45] [99
Table 5.7 shows their main characteristics. The number of map and reduce tasks were configured in a fixed ratio in each application.
Testbed In the private cluster, each node has 12 CPU cores, 32 GB memory and
three 1 TB 7200 RPM disk drives with a 110MB/s peak bandwidth for each one. Since
hyperthreading is enabled, each node has 24 logical CPUs, and runs Linux 3.16. The cluster
spans 2 racks, each with 8 nodes. Each rack has a rack switch with a 1Gbps links. Racks in
turn are connected with a 1Gbps Ethernet. The HDFS block size was set to 256 MB. For
the benchmark, the resource requests and durations of both local and non-local tasks are
monitored by running each with sufficient resource allocation.
Simulation To show the effectiveness of CANAL in large-scale clusters with fullbisection bandwidth networks, we developed a simulator that models resource allocations of
nodes and networks. The simulator simulates two clusters of two-level tree topology with
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Table 5.8: Job type and size distribution in simulation
Bin
1

# Maps
1

%
39%

#
76

# of I/O(size)
28 RWrite(1)

2
3

2
3-20

16%
14%

32
28

TeraGen(2)

4
5
6

21-60
61-150
151-300

9%
6%
6%

18
12
12

7
8
9

301-500
501-1500
> 1501

4%
4%
3%

8
8
6

# of CPU(size)
20 Matrix(1)
28 RForest(1)
10 Bayes(7)
18 Kmean(15)
RForest(23)

WCount(80)
6 WCount(240)
6 TeraSort(300)
Pi(500)
WCount(640)
2 TeSort(1800)

4 RF(12000)

200 and 1200 nodes respectively. The first cluster is used to simulate above workload based
on Facebook trace. There are 200 machines at the bottom level, with each modeling the
node in the testbed cluster. Every 20 machines form a rack and are linked with a rack switch
with 1 Gbps links. Every 10 rack switches are connected to the cluster switch. The default
oversubscription of the physical network is 10, i.e., the cluster switch has 2Gbps links.
The second 1200-node cluster spans 30 racks. It is used to replay a randomly selected 24-hours long workload trace from Google clusters, with each node modeling Google
machines. Since the task demands and resource utilization are not shown in the trace, all
nodes are connected to 1 Gbps ethernet.

5.5.2

Simulation Results
We started by generating a common submission schedule for 200 jobs based on the

workload trace from Facebook reported in [97]. The job order was randomly generated to
eliminate the skewness of the occurrences that a small job submitted after a large one. The
job size, in terms of number of map tasks, and the corresponding distribution are shown in
the second and third columns of Table 5.8. We adjusted the mean inter-arrival time between
jobs based on the cluster scale and set the mean to 4 seconds. It makes our submission
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Figure 5.6: CDFs of JCTs in various bin ranges in simulation.
schedule 810 seconds long. The actual number of running jobs, the number of I/O-bound
and CPU-bound jobs are listed in the fourth to sixth columns respectively in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized average JCT in each bin under different schedulers in simulation.
JCT Figure 5.6 shows a CDF of JCTs for various ranges of bins. We observe that
credit sharing has a negligible effect on small jobs (bin 1-3) as expected. Small jobs perform
nearly equally under all schedulers. Under DRF, Tetris and credit-based schedulers, all
runnable tasks of small jobs are launched together once they are submitted because they
cannot use up their shares. Under SRJF, they are more of the case. However, CANAL
significantly speeds up larger jobs over network-oblivious schedulers, including Delay, Tetris,
SRJF and LAO. The effect on JCTs is more subtle, and to illustrate it clearly, we have plotted
Figure 5.7, which shows the average JCT in each bin under different schedulers. The results
are normalized with respect to the performance under CANAL. Compared with Delay and
Tetris, CANAL accelerates about 60% of the medium jobs (bin 4-6) by up to 1.84 and 2.38
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times respectively partly because it lets shorter jobs run first by borrowing resources from
longer jobs, and partly because network-intensive jobs (TeraSort in bin 6) are accelerated to
avoid network contention. Tetris is even worse than Delay for network-intensive jobs because
the former lets short non-network-intensive jobs run first so that network contention is more
severe. For the large jobs (bin 7-9), CANAL improves more than 90% of them by up to
1.92 and 1.32 times respectively in comparison to Delay and Tetris due to the same reasons.
Compared with LAO, it improves 32% of medium and 40% of large jobs by up to 1.47 and
1.08 times respectively at a little cost of slowing down 28% of medium jobs by up to 0.9
times because LAO does not avoid network contention though the contention is alleviated
by credit sharing policy. The performance of NAO is very close to CANAL. Nevertheless,
it leads to improvement of 1.03-1.06 times over NAO. Though SRJF optimizes the JCTs for
NNI jobs, the NI jobs are slowed down because it is not aware of network contention. Be
contrast, CANAL speeds up NI jobs by up to 2.52 times over SRJF.

Normalized Makespan
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1.2

CANAL
Delay
Tetris
SRJF
LAO
NAO

1.1

1

0.9

0.8

Figure 5.8: Makespan under different schedulers in simulation.
Makespan Figure 5.8 shows the makespan under different schedulers. The results are
normalized to the one under CANAL. We can see that CANAL improves makespan by up
to 23% over network-oblivious schedulers and 8% over NAO. SRJF significantly degrades
system performance because it is unaware of network contention that long jobs experience
later and schedules short jobs greedily instead. Tetris is 12.8% worse than CANAL due to
the same problem. Delay alleviates this problem since long network-intensive jobs get the
same resource shares as short jobs. LAO performs similarly as Delay due to no acceleration
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of network-intensive jobs either. NAO is a little worse than CANAL, attributing to the fact

Ineffective Util (%)

that it only considers network contention.
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Figure 5.9: Ineffective and effective network utilizations under different schedulers in simu10
lation.
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Figure 5.10: Effective disk utilizations under different schedulers in simulation.
To investigate the reasons, we first have plotted both ineffective utilizations due to
off-rack input data and effective utilizations of network under all schedulers in Figure 5.9.
We can see that credit-sharing schedulers are able to enhance effective network utilization at
the first half of cluster scheduling because they schedule relatively short network-intensive
jobs. Moreover, they greatly reduce ineffective utilization. On one hand, the locality-aware
strategy in both CANAL and LAO avoids scheduling off-rack tasks because off-rack data
transfer degrades performance; on the other hand, the network-boosting strategy in CANAL
and NAO makes use of cluster switch effectively so that off-rack input data does not have
enough bandwidth. By contrast, non-credit-sharing schedulers have low effective utilizations
due to no such preference. Moreover, they result in high ineffective utilizations because
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SRJF and Tetris cannot avoid off-rack data transfer, and Delay cannot optimize data locality
in a multi-resource cluster. At the second half, there is severe network contention due to
TeraSort jobs in bin 9 so the network utilization in credit-sharing schedulers is close to 100%.
However, non-credit-sharing schedulers cannot reach full network utilization due to off-rack
data transfer in Tetris and SRJF, and Delay schedule the job with least dominant share.
In the disk dimension, the effective utilizations are shown in Figure 5.10. Compared
with SRJF and Tetris, CANAL dynamically improves effective disk utilizations in the first
half of scheduling by up to 20% with no need of parameters. Delay scheduling cannot
maintain high effective disk utilizations in multi-resource environment by greedy data locality
policy. Two main factors are attributed to its worse performance compared with CANAL.
First, it cannot make use of the complementary disk demands of tasks. Second, the headof-queue job launches more non-local tasks because any of its preferred nodes does not have
enough available resources to accommodate any of its tasks. The disk utilizations of LAO
is close to CANAL since both use the same strategy. NAO can also have high utilizations
because the network-intensive jobs it accelerates are also disk-intensive.
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Figure 5.11: CDFs of time beyond FJCT under different schedulers in simulation.
JCT vs. Fairness Figure 5.11 shows the CDFs of the amount of time that goes beyond
FJCT under different schedulers. We can see that Tetris and SRTF have 8% (16) and 3.5%
(7) jobs that surpasses over FJCT under DRF by more than 40s (twice of the average task
length), with the largest amount as 640s and 870s respectively. By contrast, credit-sharing
schedulers, including CANAL, LAO and NAO, greatly reduces both the number of jobs
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Figure 5.12: Benefits of locality-aware packing.
that violate FJCT and the amount of time that exceeds beyond FJCT. Among the three,
CANAL has the minimal number of jobs, 2.5% (5) jobs, that exceeds FJCT, with the largest
amount as only 50s because it considers both network and locality. Credit-sharing schedulers
outperform the other two because they are guided by a theory that guarantees FJCT. In
practice, there is still a chance of missing FJCT because there is no node-local nodes or
lack of sufficient network bandwidth for transferring remote data for jobs that pass FJCT.
Unlike rigid demand for memory, network bandwidth is elastic. Scheduling the few jobs that
is about to pass FJCT even if the network is not sufficient, the number of jobs that violate
FJCT can be reduced to zero.

5.5.3

Benefits of Locality and Network Aware Packing
In this section, we demonstrate effectiveness of LAP and NAP in the particularly

designed experiments.
Benefit from LAP
LAP. LAP is the component in CANAL conducting the locality-aware
packing. To isolate the effect from network-aware scheduling, we selected the TeraGen, Pi
and RForest applications in the evaluation because none of them are network-intensive. Each
TeraGen job consisted of 400 map tasks, each Pi and RForest contained 100 map tasks. We
submitted 50 TeraGen, 50 Pi and 100 RForest jobs.
Figure 5.12(a) shows the makespan under different schedulers. The results are normalized to the one under CANAL. Since there is no network effect, CANAL and LAO are
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Figure 5.13: Normalized JCT of LAP and NAP
reduced to the same scheduler. We can see that CANAL improves makespan by about 16%
over locality-oblivious schedulers except for NAO. Both NAO and Delay are only 1% worse
because the former applies the same Dynamic-Level to optimize effective disk utilization
as CANAL, the latter optimizes data locality. The performance of different schedulers are
reflected in the corresponding disk utilizations as shown in Figure 5.12(b). Figure 5.13(a)
shows the normalized JCT of each type of jobs under different schedulers. CANAL speeds
up TeraGen and RForest by 1.28-1.83 times compared with non-credit-sharing schedulers.
The speedup for Pi jobs is limited because Pi jobs are short due to small task demands.
Benefit from NAP
NAP. NAP module is responsible for network-aware packing. Accelerating NI jobs to have more available reduce tasks not only makes full use of network bandwidth
in highly over-subscribed clusters, but also improves network utilization in clusters with fullbisection bandwidth network, such as fat-trees [11]. To demonstrate its effectiveness, we
limited the influence from data locality by running 80 RWrite and 20 TeraSort jobs. RWrite
does not require input data. Each RWrite contained 150 map tasks and each TeraSort
contained 600 map tasks.
Figure 5.14(a) shows the normalized makespan under different schedulers. We can
see that CANAL reduces makespan by 9%-25% over network-oblivious schedulers except for
LAO. LAO is only 5% worse because it also accelerates short network-intensive jobs based
on credit sharing. NAO is 6% worse because it does not consider data locality. The reason is
demonstrated as high effective network utilizations of credit sharing schedulers as shown in
Figure 5.14(b). Figure 5.13(b) shows the normalized JCT of each type of jobs under different
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Figure 5.14: Benefits of network-aware packing.
Table 5.9: Job type and size distribution in testbed
JobSize
1-2
3-20
21-150
151-300
301-500
> 500

%
55%
14%
15%
6%
4%
8%

#
22
6
4
2
2
4

# of I/O(size)
11 RForest(1)

# of CPU(size)
11 Matrix(1)
Kmean(15)

TeraSort(120)
RWrite(250)
WCount(320)
2 TeraSort(600)

2 TeraGen(600)

schedulers. CANAL speeds up jobs by up to 2.06 times compared with non-credit-sharing
schedulers. Compared with CANAL, SRJF improves RWrite jobs by 3% and slows down
TeraSort jobs by 5%.

5.5.4

Testbed Experiment
The job order was generated as before in the simulation. The number of jobs and

the mean inter-arrival time between jobs were adjusted to 40 and 14 seconds respectively. It
makes our submission schedule 560 seconds long. The number of running jobs, the number
of I/O-bound and CPU-bound jobs are listed in the fourth to sixth columns respectively in
Table 5.9.
Figure 5.15 shows the average JCT under different schedulers. The results are normalized with respect to the performance under CANAL. Compared with Delay and Tetris,
CANAL accelerates jobs by up to 2.66 and 1.25 times respectively because it schedules
shorter jobs based on credit-sharing and network-intensive jobs (TeraSort) to avoid network
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Figure 5.15: Average JCT under different schedulers in Testbed.
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Figure 5.16: Makespan under different schedulers in Testbed.
contention. Compared with LAO, it improves jobs by up to 1.47 and 1.08 times respectively
at a little cost of slowing down jobs by up to 0.9 times because LAO does not avoid network
contention. The performance of NAO is very close to CANAL. Nevertheless, it leads to improvement of 1.04-1.10 times over NAO. Though SRJF speeds up NNI jobs, the NI jobs are
decelerated because it is not aware of network contention. Be contrast, CANAL improves
NI jobs by up to 1.09 times over SRJF.
Figure 5.16 shows the makespans by different schedulers. They are normalized to the
one under CANAL. We can see that CANAL reduces makespan by 5-21.5% over networkoblivious schedulers and 9.7% over NAO. Tetris significantly degrades system efficiency because it is unaware of network contention that long jobs experience later and schedules short
jobs instead. Delay and SRJF are 12% and 7.7% worse than CANAL due to the same
problem. LAO performs similarly as Delay due to no acceleration of network-intensive jobs
either. NAO is 9% worse than CANAL because it only considers network contention.
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5.6

Summary
In this paper, we present credit sharing policy for resolving conflicts among three dif-

ferent objectives: system efficiency, minimal JCTs and fairness. According to this policy, we
optimize both effective resource utilizations and JCTs while guaranteeing FJCTs. Networkintensive jobs are further accelerated to improve JCTs and system efficiency in accordance
with CS policy. We designed CANAL and evaluated it in both trace-driven large-scal simulation and testbed implementation using representative benchmarks and compared it with
several schedulers. Experimental results show the advantages of CANAL in optimizing both
system efficiency and JCTs over other schedulers, particularly for network-intensive jobs.
CANAL also guarantees FJCTs resulting from DRF while other cannot. In the future, we
have following directions to work on: (1) extend CANAL to multi-stage jobs, such as DAG
jobs; (2) further improve the performance of DRF while satisfying the fairness requirement.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation aims to build an automatic resource management and performance
optimization system in clusters in order to guarantee application performance, improve system efficiency and optimize completion times of individual jobs. In this chapter, we summarize the approaches presented in this dissertation and point out directions for future work.

6.1

Conclusions
Cloud and cluster computing are two important computing paradigms. Although

they have gained adequate popularity today, there are still some key obstacles to large
scale adoption and deployment. Dynamic resource sharing and allocation is one of the top
challenges. The success of cloud and cluster computing severely depends on the effectiveness
and efficiency of automatic resource management and cluster scheduling strategies.
Automatic resource configuration is pivotal to the quality and availability of cloud
service. To satisfy SLOs for applications in cloud, we propose a novel adaptive fuzzy control
approach to allocate adequate CPU resources (no surplus). It is able to adapt resource allocations not only to the workload and cloud dynamics, but also provide response time guarantee
for applications. We have conducted extensive experiments to compare the performance of
Adaptive Fuzzy control against other three methods. Our results show that Adaptive fuzzy
control has the best stability, shortest settling time and minimum overshoot. The power is
that not only does it explore the nonlinearity of resource allocation to performance, but also
it takes into consideration the trend of error to estimate right resource allocation.
For the multi-resource configuration, we propose that IaaS should dynamically balance multiple virtualized resources across all tiers based on application SLOs. The SLOs are
defined in terms of response time. We present BConf, a QoS-aware framework for balanced
configuration of multi-resources that integrates model predictive control (MPC) and adaptive proportional integral control (adaptive PI). BConf takes advantage of MPC to actively
balance resources for co-hosted applications based on a novel resource metric. Both black-
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box and gray-box models are developed to capture performance to resources relationship for
comparison. The gray-box model is built on generic OS-level metrics and hardware events
in addition to resource actuators and performance. The resource penalty is introduced to
measure the imbalanced degree of a configuration based on the model. It effectively punishes
decisions using an imbalanced configuration. Using the model and the metric, BConf dynamically balances resources by minimizing the resource penalty for each resident application
under the constraint of SLOs. Within the framework, constrained resources are arbitrated
in a coordinated way to effectively restrict propagation of configuration errors. Compared
with a representative resource partition approach, BConf reduces resource usages by up to
50%, improves stability by more than 35.6%, and has a much shorter settling time. BConf
effectively coordinates resources during resource contention. The saved resources can be used
either to pack more workloads, or to promote performance levels.
Modern cluster systems, such as Mesos and Yarn, provides fine-grain resource allocation mechanism to satisfy heterogenous demands of various tasks. MapReduce remains
dominant parallel and distributed programming paradigm for applications to process big
data in clusters. It is one of the core technologies powering IT giants like Facebook. In
shared clusters, scheduling has three different objectives−system efficiency, fairness, and
minimal job completion times (JCT). In each pair of two objectives, one may conflict with
the other under state-of-the-art policies or strategies. To resolve the conflicts, we propose a
theorem-proof policy called credit sharing (CS) policy, that guarantees JCTs under DRF. It
recursively accounts for the credit that long jobs contribute to the short jobs, and short jobs
pay down or off their borrowed credit later in the process of execution or upon completions.
In addition to accelerating short jobs, the cluster scheduler is enabled to pack tasks of short
jobs, getting system efficiency nearly optimized since task demands of short jobs are in the
same magnitude as those of long jobs. Since a non-local task introduces a “new" non-local
fragment by wasting extra resources, we estimate the size of all the normal and non-local
fragments resulting from a packing. According to CS policy and the size of total fragment,
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we present a method called Dynamic-Level for calculating the number of head jobs dynamically that optimizes both the effective resource utilization and JCTs. To overcome the
stage-barrier, we monitor network and schedule additional tasks for some network-intensive
jobs by borrowing credit from long jobs based on CS policy. The packing scores of the additional tasks are dynamically adjusted and scheduled together uniformly with all other tasks
in Dynamic-Level. We conduct a detailed evaluation in both trace-driven simulation and
prototype implementation. Compared with the most competitive scheduler, we find that
CANAL significantly speed up jobs by up to 2.36 time, particularly for network-intensive
jobs, and reduce makespan by 7%. Moreover, each job under CANAL does not decelerate
compared with DRF.

6.2

Future Work
There are several directions and challenges along the line of this dissertation.
For a single-resource configuration, we currently tune CPU resource by adaptive fuzzy

control. It should be able to tune any other resource for any application. In the future, we
would like to apply it to data-intensive applications, such as MapReduce job.
For the multi-resource configuration, we consider resources as the only cost. Different
configurations may cause different energy consumptions. In the future, we would like to
extend the cost to the energy so as to save the cost of both resources and energy.
For the cluster scheduling, the credit sharing policy has big potential. It not only
unleashes the power of packing, but also guarantees the JCT under DRF. Current multiresource fairness−DRF, is instantaneous fairness. It not only degrades system efficiency by
resulting in large resource fragments, but also increases JCTs. Other policies are intervalbased fairness [79], or tradeoff between fairness and efficiency [51]. None of them assures
fairness. Based CS policy, we can realize result-oriented fairness that improves JCTs by
controlling the completion time of the last task of each job after their advanced execution.
The final completion of each job is thus the same as the packing version of DRF. We can
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expect that the JCTs of network-intensive jobs can largely be reduced compared with DRF
while satisfying the essential envy-free feature of fairness.
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Virtual machine is a primary way to increase resource utilizations in data centers by
encapsulating multi-resource demands for applications and providing performance isolation.
Moreover, the resource configuration can change on the fly to satisfy performance target.
Container is another popular way for fine-grained multi-resource allocation. In this dissertation work, we aim to design and implement an automatic resource management system
to improve application performance, optimize system efficiency and job completion times in
virtual and physical clusters respectively.
For large-scale applications hosted in data center, automatic resource configuration
is crucial to service availability and quality. The workload dynamics, cloud dynamics and
nonlinear relationship between resource allocation and response time requires an automatic
and effective resource allocation strategy. To improve the quality of application services
experienced by clients, we propose a novel adaptive fuzzy control approach to tune CPU
resource allocation for applications in cloud. It is able to adapt resource allocations not
only to the workload variations, but also provide response time guarantee for applications.
We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the performance, and compared it
against other three control methods in terms of stability, overshoot, settling time. Our
experiments indicate that Adaptive fuzzy control has the best stability, shortest settling
time and minimum overshoot.
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Multi-resource configuration provides more space for optimizing resource combinations. The optimization of resource efficiency and utilization has great significance to IaaS
providers. To this end, we propose a framework, BConf, for dynamic balanced configuration of multi-resources for the provisioning of response time guarantee in virtualized clusters.
BConf employs an integrated MPC (model predictive control) and adaptive PI (proportional
integral) control approach (IMAP). MPC is applied to actively balance multiple resources
using a novel resource metric. For the performance prediction, a gray-box model is built on
generic OS and hardware metrics in addition to resource actuators and performance. We
find out that resource penalty is an effective metric to measure the imbalanced degree of a
configuration. Using this metric and the model, BConf tunes resources in a balanced way
by minimizing the resource penalty while satisfying the response time target. Adaptive PI
is used to coordinate with MPC by narrowing the optimization space to a promising region.
Within BConf framework, resources are coordinated during contention. Experimental results
with mixed TPC-W and TPC-C benchmarks show that BConf reduces resource usages by
about 50% and 30% for TPC-W and TPC-C respectively, improves stability by more than
35.6%, and has a much shorter settling time, in comparison with a representative partition
approach. The advantages of BConf in resource coordination are also demonstrated.
Modern cluster systems, such as Mesos [46] and Yarn [82], provides fine-grain resource
allocation mechanism to satisfy heterogenous demands of various tasks. Moreover, it supports diverse programming models, such as Map-Reduce and MPI. Jobs are transformed into
a set of tasks. In shared clusters, scheduling has three different objectives−system efficiency,
fairness, and minimal job completion times (JCT). In each pair of two objectives, one may
conflict with the other under state-of-the-art policies or strategies. To address the conflicts
among the three, we propose a simple theorem-proof policy, called credit sharing (CS) policy,
in online scheduling that guarantees the JCTs resulting from DRF. The policy allows short
jobs to borrow resource credit from long jobs as long as the long jobs later have enough
resource demand to consume the credit that short jobs pay down or off in the process of
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execution or upon accelerated completions. In addition to accelerating short jobs, the power
of packing is unleashed for maximizing system efficiency by packing tasks of short jobs. In
multi-resource environment, preservation of data locality has evolved into optimization of
effective resource utilizations. Moreover, stage barrier of multi-stage jobs, such MapReduce,
may cause imbalanced utilization of network bandwidth in clusters. According to CS policy, we present CANAL (Credit sharing-oriented Network And Locality-aware scheduling)
in multi-resource clusters. We conduct a detailed evaluation in both trace-driven simulation
and prototype implementation. Compared with the most competitive scheduler, we find that
CANAL significantly speed up jobs by up to 2.36 time, particularly for network-intensive
jobs, and reduce makespan by 25%. Moreover, each job under CANAL does not decelerate
compared with DRF.
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